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Proper design of stable underground mine openi~gs 
is important to the mining industry todayo Various methods 
have been utilized by investigators to approach this goalo 
A review of previous investigations of each of the 
phases of underground mine opening stress analysis is pre-
sentedo 
An approximate method of designing underground mine 
structures based on estimation of the initial stress field, 
rock physical property tests, and model. tests·, together 
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In the past, underground mine openings have bee.n 
designed according to previous experience. In mariy instan-
ces, _differences in rock types, depths, geolog~c structure, 
and pressures w~re not taken into account in the design. 
of underg~ound mine openings. As a · result, failures of 
mine structure, followed by accidents, sometimes occuITed,. 
since a suitable size and shape of mine opening in one mine 
was not always applicable in another mine with different 
conditions. 
A uriive.rsal scientific approach to the problem of 
stresses around mine openings has not been previously avail-
able; however, many investigators have been aware of the 
fact that this is one of the key factors in mine safetyo 
In contrast to other structural materials utilized 
by man, rock bodies are not entirely homogeneous nor per-
fectly elastic, and the rock may be interrupted by fissures 
and fractures, with or without bonding agents. In addition, 
the mine openings driven· are not always simple geometric 
~igures. For these- reasons, investigations of underground 
mine structure problems can not be based on mathematical con-
siderations alone, but must include the interpretation of 
laboratory and . field data. 
Statement of~ Problem 
The purpose of the research outlined in this 
paper is to present a method of desig~ of underground mine 
structures based on laboratory_ d~ta and the resuLts of 
preliminary ·field studieso 
This research is confined specifically to the deter-
mination qf the critical dimensions pertinent to roo~ and -
pillar mining, but the general approach to design of mine 
str.uctures outlined is applicable to any method of miningo 
}'-ield and experimental data from tnae specific gypsum 
deposit .in Indiana has been chosen as an e~ample, and 
utilized t~ design and prediction of the behavior of a 
mine struotureo 
Importance of Stud;y: 
It is universally recognized that a regular mining 
plan results in a highe.r degree ·of safety. than a haphazard 
one. The development of' a regular mining pl~n does not · 
necessarily guarantee safety, however. In the past, this 
development has been treated largely as an art, and has· 
depended primarily upon the e·xperience and personal judge-
ment of the persons responsible. The purpose of this re-
search is to attempt to establish a systematic approach to 
the problem which will permit a reduction .in the amount of 
previous experience and personal judgement which must be 
utilized in the development of a mining plan. The scienti-
fic approach to the design of underground mine Openings 
should result in a more uniform, high degree of safetyo 
Safety should be given first consideration in mining 
operations. Since the failure of unstable ground has been 
directly responsible for a large percentage of injury to 
mine workers and damage to mine s.tructures, it is' impera-
tive that any possibility of ground instability be re-. 
moved during the mine design stage. 
The. economic importance of stable underground: work-
ings should not be underest_imated by any designer. The 
achievement 6:f continuous production with minimum cost of 
support and w~th a satisfactory factor of safety is of 
primary _importance. 
The adoption of an engineering approach to the design 
of the underground mine structure should lower the inci-
dence of production slow-ups due to unstable ground condi-
tions. 
Procedure of Study 
There are several methods which might be used to · 
arrive at a criteria for design of underground openings: 
(l) theoretical analysis; (2) model studies; (3) field 
observations of mine openings under similar conditions; 
or (4) experiments conducted at the mine location. The 
performance of experiments in p1ace in a mine is usually 
costly, dangerous; inconvenient, and time-consuming work, 
and, therefore one of the other methods of obtaining ex-
perimental data is necessary, i~ a study of mine stress 
problems is to have any practical_valueo 
Thia study has been conducted in three phases: (i) 
an investigation of the pertinent literature; (2) formu-
~ation of a systematic· approach to the proble~ of the 
design of underground mine op~ni~gs; and (3) an illustra-
tion of the . proposed method based on .laboratory experi~ents 
for a particular mining operation. 
The literature investigation revealed that p~b-
lished material pertaining to the design of mine opening_s 
Ca.I?- be classified in three categories: the .initial stress 
field in . the earth's crust; the physical properties o~ 
mine rocks; and the effect of mine openings upon the behavior 
of the surrounding rocko 
Information pertaining to the stress field ·. in the 
earth's · crust was primarily based on theoret~cal hypotheae·s 
and tlie result of geophysical investigations. Rock _strength, 
elaati~ properties, and .apparent specific gravity are phy-
sical.properties which previous investigators have con-
sidered important from the structural point of viewo A 
survey of . the accepted testing methods, a~d accumulations 
of teat results from various sources were utilized in _the 
tormulation of this papero 
Evidence has been presented in the literature that 
the observ~d physical properties of mine rock can often be 
improved from a structural standpoint by the use of cemen-
tation processes. The library investigation of this prob1em 
included a comparison of the strengths of different bonding 
agent-rock combinationso 
The literature investigation consisted of a hia-
torical ·revie~ of attempts of ·people connected with mining 
to explain phenomena observed, measured, and calculated 
·related to the underground stress problemo In recent years, 
model testing appears in the literature as a com'mon attempt 
to solve the mine structure problem·o 
A systematic approach to the design of underground 
mine openings is presented here, based on what seein,s to be 
a natural separation of the material which was presented 
in the literature review. This method consists of three 
steps: (1) the determination of initial stress in the 
earth's crust; (2) the determination of the physical pro-
perties of the rocks, and (3) the determination of· the. 
effect of underground mine openingao A suggested procedure 
for the comple~ion of each of these steps is outlined, an~; 
finally, the interpretation of the data obtained and its 
application to the underground mine structure is indicatedo 
A gypsum mine at Shoals, Indian~ was chosen to 
illustrate the application of the suggested method of mine 
opening design. The _initial earth stress was estimated 
using the suggested procedureo The physical properties of 
rock from the·mine we~e determined in the laboratory ~sing 
standardized methods, and compared to properties of rocks 
of different types obtained from the literature reviewo 
·The effect of mine openings in this particular case was 
determined in the laboratory from centrifugal model testso# 
A suggested room and pillar mining plan for the Shoals mine 
is presented based on the data obtainedo 
Teats were also performe~ to determine the effect 
of different cementing agents upon the physical properties 
o:f :fractured gypsum rock, .and conclusions are presented 
based o~ this datad 
Definitions of Terms 
Mining Terms . 
Artificial Support: Stuils, post, cribs, slabs or rein-
forced-concrete pill~rs placed ay~tematically 
or at irregular intervals in underground mine 
openingso 
Cementation: Introduction of a foreign material with 
strong adhesive and cohestve pr~perties into 
:fracture planes of rock in an attempt in in-
crease the strength of the rock masso 
Hanging Wall: Ore limit or wall-r.ock on the ·upper side 
of a dipping ore body; called 11roof".in hori-




Ore limit or wall-rock on the lower side of 
a dipping '?re body; called "f'loor" in hori-
zontal bedded depositso 
.An underground excavation o~her than a develop-
ment openi~g resulting from actual mining of 
of ore, whose outline is determined by the . 
outline of the ore bodyo 
A vertical or inclined opening, giving access 
Pillar: 
Span: 
to and serving the various .levels of a mineo 
Columns of country rock or ore left in place 
to serve as support for the underground 
openings. 
The length of the roof between two pillarso 
Room and pillar method: A mining method applied primarily 
to horizontal bedded deposits in which open-
ings and pillars alternate systematically 
throughout the mine plan 





An internal. force per unit iarea. 
Unit change in dimension in a specific 
direction in. a bodyo (1~7) 
That particular combination o:f stresses·~ 
that a material can undergo before failure 
either by rupture or plastic flow for a 
specific time and temperature conditiono (17) 
The ability of~ body to retain deformation 
even after the removal of the previous 
applied forceso (46~ :p. 9o), 
Young's Modulus of Elasticity: Within the. elastic ~imit, 
stress is proportional to strain; the ratio 
o:f stress and the corresponding.strain. has 
been . called Young's Modulus of Elasticity. 
(There are uniaxial, biaxial, and triaxial 
moduli± of elasticity; also compressive, and 
tensile moduli.i· of elasticity.) (46; p. 2.) 
Poiason~s ratio: If au.ni:form uni-_directional stress is 
applied to a specimen which is allowed to 
expand :freely in all direc·tions at right 
angles to the direction of the applied stress, 
the ratio of the linear lateral (transverse) 
strain to the linear longitudinal strain with-
in the elastic limit of the material is defined 
as Poisson's ratioo (45) 
Strain Energy: The sum of all. the work done on a_body 
during a compression or extension of that 
bodyo 
Miscellaneous Terms 
Initial stress: Stress occurring within the earth's crust 
before the existence of any underground exca-
vationo 
Stress concentration: The ratio of peak stresses within 
Sima: 
a physical bo~y, relative to the average stress 
within the bodyo 
Dark rocks, including basalt and related 
types, of s:pecffi.e gravity about :·~ 0 9-300 and 
still heavier rocks of S.G. up. to about 3.4o 
Geosyncline: An elongated downwarping of the crust of 
the earth, forming a deep trough in which 
a great thickness of sediments has accumu-
lated, especially in the central portiono 
Interbeds: A .number of layers of different kinds of 
rocks occurring in such a manner that they 
are· .. s~perimposed,, one . on the other, irre-
gularly, in varying thicknesseso 
Mining overburden: The total amount of material, such 
Prototype: 
as rock formations and sediments, overlying 
the top of under~round mine openingso 
The original item of interest on which sub~ 
sequent models are ·to . be basedo In the 
field .of rock mechaniqs, the prototype is 
simply the mine structure itaelfo 
Polarization: A condition ·of radiant energy, most notice-
able in light, in which v.ibrations assume a 
definite form or direction when subjected to 
special inf'luenceso 
Strain-gage: A gage for the purpose of unit-deformation 
measurement. A common form ia the electri-
cal res.istance gage \1hich detects strain by 
a change in grid wire ·resiatanceo 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF 'fi:IB LITERATURE 
The Underground Mine Struc~~re Problem 
-Stability of underground mine openings is one of 
the important problems in the mining industry, since 
failure of .roof, rib or face of the underground openings 
may result in fatalities and work stoppage. 
A detailed analysis of injury experience in coal 
mining published by the Bureau of Mines (88) states that 
coal mines in the United States in 1948 had one of the 
lowest injury records since 19340 A total of 54,471 
fatal and non-fatal injuries occurredo Of the 999 fatal 
injuries at all mines, 880 occurred in underground work-
ings; fall of roof and face caused the death of 554 men 
in underground workings during this period. This re-
presented 59 percent of all fatalities at underground 
mines. 
The Bureau of Mines indicates (87) that a total of 
18,114 fatal and non-:fatal injuries occurred in all coal 
mines in the United States in 1954. Of these, 374 fatali-
ties occurred in deep bituminous and anthracite coal mines 
(342 in underground workings). Of these 342 underground in-
juries, 213 were the result of failures of roof, face or 
rib, comprising 62 percent of the total fatal accidentso 
Statistical data (85) from the Bureau of Mines 
shows that accidents in the coal mines of the United states 
during 1955 and .1956 resulted in 862.men losing their lives; 
of these, 737 were lost underground, and 454 were fatally 
injured due to falls of roof or failure of rib or face; 
thus, failure of roof, rib or face comprised 62 percent of 
the fatal accidents that occurred undergroundo 
Records_ (86) of the injury experience in 1954 in 
the metal and non-metal industries in. the ·united States 
indicate tnat a total of 6,045 fatal and non-fatal injuries 
occurred during this periodo Of these~ 95 wer~·fatal and 
72 out of these 95 took place undergroundo 
The Bureau of Mines (86) analysed accidents occur-
ring .underground in the iron mines of Lake Superior Dis~ 
trict in 1956, and found that_ 73 of.the 346 were from the 
falls and slides of groundo 
From the above data, the importance of the inves-
t~gation and design . of the mine structure with the aim of 
prevention of accidents can be seeno 
P~evioua A pl):r.o.aohes to ~he Mine str.udtu:rie J?~oblem 
The problem of the stability of the underground 
mine structure has been approached through different 
methods by many investigatorso These methods have been 
based on observations, mathematical-analysis, prototype, 
e~erimentation, and model analysis--centrifugal model 
_tests, photoe1astic model analysis, etco 
Although underground stress diat~ibutions and 
· their related structural problems have.been investigated 
by engineers who have constructed tunnels in the civil 
or excavation engineering field, there has not been any 
great amount of literature published concerned with 
underground mine structure problemsand their solutiono 
The first approaches to the mine structure problem 
were on a purely empirical, cut-and~try basiso The design 
of the mine was initially based on a mining plan ·which had 
proven successful under seemingly similar conditionso If 
this were not successful, more conservative designs were 
attempted, until an underground mine structure was arrived 
at which stood up :for the required period o:f tinieo This 
empirical m~thod did not ~urnish any guarantee of a margin 
of safety for the mining plano 
The :first semi-theoretical ~pproach to the mine 
structure problem may be traced back to the early 1880'so 
(5) This study and several others which :followed were 
~ased upon the observed behavior o:f mine openingso (5) (18) 
(29) As a result, conflicting conclusions were drawno No 
attempt to explain the observations with regard to the 
earth's stress :field or the physical properties of the 
rocks · involved was made at this timeo A number of in-
vestigators in more recent times attempted analysis of 
mine structures :from a purely mathematical viewpointo (1) 
(5) (8) In most cas~s they confined themselves to the 
treatment o:f rock as an elastic medium and mine open-
ings as smooth geometric figureso -
As recently as 1951, investigators (24) .be·cam,e 
aware that the variation in the earth's stress field 
. 2 .. 4 
may be important from the mine structure . viewpoint, and 
approximations, such as hydrostatic, unidirectional, etc., 
have been used to approximate the earth stress field at 
different depths. 
In addition to empirical and mathematical approach-
es, mod-el analysis, such as photoelaatic, centrifugal and 
other model analogies were adapted to this problem. Thia 
approach has become increasingly popular during the recent 
years. (2) (3) (4) (9) (10) (24) 
The moat recent tool which has been applied to the 
Solution of underground stress problems ia soil IQt\Chanics. 
(22) Physical properties of rock are expressed in terms 
previously used for soil masses. 
The Initial Stress Field 
The stress in the earth's crust before any ex-
cavation or mining operation may be defined as the initial 
stress field. 
L.A. Panek suggested that the initial stress field, 
regardless of how it was induced, whether by dynamic or 
static processes, may be separated into two components 
according to the direction of stress; a vertical stress 
field and a horizontal stress field • . The former is pri-
marily compression, with or without shearing stress, and 
the latter is composed of compression, tension or shear. 
(72) (24) 
A large portion of the stresses which occur in the 
earth's crust w~re assumed to be of unknown origin, (65) 
( 67) or were de.rived :from a complex combination of dif:fer-
ent · sources o However, an approximation based on practi-
cal observations and theoretical hypothesis could supply 
sufficiently accurate data for design purposes i~ most 
case so 
Jo T .• Wilson indicated that the vertical stress 
field is p~imarily determined by the effect of gravity 
upon the mass of rock overlying a particular point ~n 
the earth's crusto In addition, vertical stresses ar.e 
induced by intrusions and extrusions of magma, doming 
intrusions o_f salt, and glaci~tion processeso {76) (74) 
There were many instances of vertical stress fields in 
the earth's crust for which there was no good explana-
tiono 
The most common explanation for the horizontal 
f!J.tress fiel'd. within the earth's crust was that it is a 
_res~lt of the lateral .restraint supplied by adjoining 
r _ocko (50) (65) (69) As .a result of the geotectonic 
pro~esses; fr~ctures occurred, to a varying degree, 
within the earth's crusto Due to the variation of rock 
elastic properties Vfi th confinement, fracture_s were more 
easily produced at shallow depthso (70) As a conse-
quenc·e, lateral restraint was reduced, and · the net hori-
zontal stress becam.e -rel~tively small or non-existent 
at shallow depthso (24) (66) At extreme. depths, the com-
b~nation o~ high vertical and horizontal pressures re-
sulted in plastic deformation of the rock and 'subsequent 
increase of the horizontal stress field to a theoretical 
maximum equal to the applied vertical stress field (the 
so called hydrostatic state). (5) (24} (77) 
Horizontal stress fields were thought to be in-
duced by large scaJ.e geotectonic processes as w~ll-as : 
the sources described above. Theories based on contrac-
tion of' the _ earth, of subcrustal convection currents, of 
atomic heating, ·of formation of _denser minerals, or of 
chemical. processes have been proposed at different timeso 
(77) (75) - (76) Each can explain a specific observed 
phenomenon, yet none provides conclusive evidence of .. com-
pletely universal applicationo 
It was believed by many people that the contrac4ii.on 
_tbeorjt.· ~~,. capable of exp1aining more of the data obser-
ved ·than any of the other theories mentioned aboveo (74) 
(76) 
Several hypotheses were recently presented to 
explain ·the presence of s ·tress fields of continental 
proportions within the e-arth' s crust. S. Paige ( 7 4) 
summarized t~e most generally accepted viewpoints on this 
subjecto He assumed that the kinetic energy of the 
earth's revolution.is the source of instability within 
the earth's crust. ·He also stated that the physical 
and chemical instability of the simatic crust has caused 
deformation and transfo+m,ation of the earth's crust, and 
that the unbalance of light continental segments and heavy 
ocean basins has released forces· in a chain reaction 
that continually deforms and transforms the surface of 
the eartho The· deformations resulting from these two 
sources induce horizontal and vertical stresses within 
the outer layer- of the earth's crust. Furthermore, a 
hydrostatic stress field at relatively shallow depths 
may result from the temperature-pressure gradient with-
in the earth.· The dioritic-granitic intrusions derived.-
from deep geosy:nclinal depressionsi as well as the con-
t.inual · additions o:f basal tic rock during epeirogeny, are 
all possible sources of induced stre~ses in the earth's 
crusto Finally, he emphasized that most of the forces 
that have been invoked in the-past are losing ·st~ength· 
with timeo 
Mathematical explanation :for the plastic buck_ling 
of the earth's crust was undertaken by F. A. Meinesz (71) 
to indicate thi origin of geosynclines. - He stated-that 
the deveiopment of geosynclines requires continuing 
compressive stress. Relaxationaf the crust, resulting 
in a decrease in stress, and a beginning of readjustment 
to isostati-c equilibrium, takes place when the compressive· 
stress vanishes. 
F. Birch (67) considered that the principal stresses 
at a point in - the crust can differ by no more than two 
times the maximum shearing stress that the material can 
aupporto The principle horizontal stress must fall with-
in the limits dgh ± 2a {dis the mean density, g is the 
acceleration of gravity,~ is the depth)o The mean 
pressure, which is one-third of the sum of' the principal 
stresses, must be within the limits. dgh·~ 4/3s; wheres 
·is the maximum shearing stress the material can supporto 
Physical Properties of Mine· Rock 
There have been a large number of investigations 
published which were concerned with the physical pro-
perties of rock. However, the majority of ·these .st1.J_dies 
have b~en concerned with phyei'cal properties which are 
i~volved in 9omminution of mine rock, or which affect 
drilling rate, explosive efficiency, ·Or other allied 
problems (44) (45) (53) {64)o Relatively few papers have 
been published' which deal with the relationship between 
rock physical properties and the behavior of underground 
mine structures. 
Si.lmming ~p the opinions of Obert (53), Windes (64), 
and Hardy., Jr., (44) (45), it is clear that ·· prior to 
theoretical · calculations · involved in any de·sign of a 
stable mine structure, phy.aical properties of rocks of 
. that certain area should first be determined; and should 
be compared . with the physical properties of similar types 
of rocks. Therefore, handbook-like _data of physical pro-
perties of rocks of all kinds obtained by standardized 
met~ods, toge~her with macroscopic and microscopic des-
criptions based on a logical classification, is necessaryo 
It is even more impo_rtant to have a complete understand-
ing. of the factors affecting the physical properties of · 
mine rockso 
At the same time, standardization. o:f ::.es:tah ... ·~ 
tu.shed methods of ·testing is of prime importance, as will 
be indicated in the succeeding sectionso 
The majority of . the tabulations of rock physical 
properties are ~oo generalized, do not ~ave sufficient 
data for statistical analysis, do not have an adequate 
petrographic description, and have not followed a stan-
dardized procedure; so that an accurate correlation with 
other rock types is not possible. Tables of rock p~oper-
ties based on studies by the u. s. Bureau of Mines, and the 
. . 
B~eau of Re?+ama.tion are exceptional in this re·spect 
and ~rovide_a convenient source for ~omparison. A table 
condensed from these sources for a selected group of 
rocks is included in the following pageso 
The question of the signif1cance o~ the results 
of rock physical property tests has been raised by many 
criticso Obert, Wind~,s,and Duvall have stated (53) (64) 
that the possible reason that more use has not been 
. . 
made of the physical properties of rocks in determin-
ing minin~ m~thods is the large n~ber of variables 
which must be considered by the investigators, making 
qor~e1.ation of' laboratory results with :field data 
difficulto T~e disturbing influence of heterogeneous, 
~racturing, and other petrographic features upon field 
me~surements ~as been mentioned. In spite of these 
difficulties it was felt that progress. could be made 
by a properly oriented analysis o~ the physical proper-
. . . 
ties of.mine rocks~ No a~tempt was made by the authors 
to evaluate the influence of any of these petrographic 
features upon ~hy~io.al ~roperties o:f rock determined 
in the laboratory o· 
·The Effect of·Mine Openings on Underground Stresses 
The presence o:f mine openings has the effect of 
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Table I 
Compressive Strength of Rock 





Granite, slightly altered 
(USBR) 
Limestone 
Limestone,· reef breccia 
(USBR) 
Marble · 
Sandstone (two types) 
Sandstone (USBR) . 
Schist, bioti te ·.(USBR) 
Schist, biotite-chlorite 
(USBR) 







Strength De·viation D 
psi (average)· or Range R 
18,710~19,150· 3,~60-3,510 (R) 
24,450-31,850 9,879-16,780 (R) 
9,310-15,140 0 0 (R) 




· 30 ,800 . 
10,400 & 6,109 











4.6- & 14~5 (:ti) 
7_,470-5 ,21Q .(R) 
0 0 (R) 
0 0 (R) 




(70, p. 52) taken ~rom U.S.B.M. Report of Invest., 4459, 
1959, and u.s.B.R. Concrete· Lab Rept., sp 39, 19540 
T.able II 
Tensile Strength of Quarried Rocks 
Diameter Average Tensile 
Rock Type Core size, Strength. 
Inches lbo Eer SS,lo ino 
Marble ·1/s 700 
Limestone 7/8 520 
Granite 7/8 930 
Sandstone (1) 7/8 105 
Sandstone (2) 7/8 149 
Table III 
Modulus of Rupture o~ Quarried Rocks 










Modulus of Standard Devia-
Rock Type Rupture tion 
lbo 12er S~o in. :Percent 
-Marble 2,770 6 
Limestone l,550 9 
Granite 2,900 6 
Sandstone (1) 454 15 
Sandstone (2) 430 26 
Greens tone 6,680 14 
(53) from U.S.B.M. Repto o:f Lmo, 3891, ·19460 
altering the underground stress field.. The magnitude · of 
this disturbance, and its mani~estations, in the form of 
loads on artificial supports, failure of roof and pillar, 
and even more spectacularly in the form of rock bursts, 
has long been a question provoking the mining epgineero 
Many _previous investigators have tried various 
approaches to this problem. These methods have included: 
(l) semi~theoretical; (2) mathematical (based on the 
theories of elasticity, plasticity, and soil mechanics); 
(3) empirieal;and (4) laboratory (such as photoelastic 
study, centrii'ugal model ·tests, triaxial tests, pressure 
vessel tests, etco) analyses~ 
Previous Work£!! this Subject 
The first semi-theoretical approach to the mine 
structure problem may be traced back to the . early 1880's. 
At this time, Fayol and Rizha (5) proposed the . first 
"dome" theory for mine openings. A spherical shell was 
assumed to exist surrounding a .mine opening, within which 
·the rock was assumed to be loaded by its own weight. Failure 
of the ro·ck indicated that 1his weight was greater .than · 
the cohesive force of the rocko 
In 1898, G. Kirsch (5) presented a theoretical 
solution o~ the stress distribution around a circular 
hole in an infinite plate under uniform stress parallel 
to one axis. This solution is ~pplicable toamine opening 
whose axis of symmetry is long compared ito·its cross-
section dimensionso 
In 1908, J. c. Meem (18) prese~ted the original 
theory of arch:,ingo This ".arch" was assumed to relieve 
the pressure around the excavation. He.also mentioned 
that the greater the angle of repose of the rock, the 
greater the pressure exerted on supports inside the 
archo 
In ~923, G. S. Rice (29) presented a theory in 
wh~ch it ·~as assumed that the layer.a of· rock overlying 
a mine opening act as restrained beams loaded by their 
ovm w~ighto When :failure occurs, inward shearing of · 
both ends of each beam causes the occurrence of a dome, 
inside of which the ro·ck is .:fractured and de-stressedo 
In 1934, P. B. Bucky (2) performed centrifugal 
model tests to observe .. the _effects o:f approximately 
vertical cracks on the behavior 01 horizo.ntal lying 
roof strata_ of sandstone, and the.effect upon roof strength 
of.cementing and grouting existing cracks.· From the 
results it appeared that the· vertical cracks d·ecreased 
the strength. of.the rock. beam 15 percent9approximately, 
and increased the amoun.t of subsidenceo Restrained -
b~ama· had greater strengthso Bucky proved that .th·_e 
cemented beams had greater strength than the original 
beams containing vertical crackso 
In 1935, J. R. Dinsdale (7) proposed. that an egg-
shaped pressure ring. surrounds mine openinm and con-
cluded that the pressure on the surface of the ribs and 
supports within the opening is .smal.l in comparison to 
the stress within the ribs a short distance ,from the in-
side of the · openingo 
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In 1937, J. Spaldin~ (32)"eatablished a theci~y of 
. ,. . , 
stress distribution, using the term "ring stress,'·' based 
on assumptions o:f elasti·c behavior. This theory. was · 
little diff~r~nt from th& previous ·work of Kirsc~.· 
In 1941 .. , W. H • . Evans · (11) devel.oped the ·vous-
soir beam theory to predict behavior of roof strata, and 
verified his theory with tests of the strength of com-
posite bri.ck beamao 
In 1944, J. J. Reed (27) performed model tests · 
using a pressure vessel, . sim~lating a hydrostatic stress 
field. The results of his work indicated that failure 
ge~erally occurred simultaneously for openings, regard-
less of shape,' if the same · loading conditions prevailed .• 
In :194a., R. P. Schoemaker (31) reviewed and cri-
tized. Dinsd~le 's dome theory, Fenner's analysis of stress 
dia.tri bu ti-on and plastic flow, and Van Herson' a granular· 
mass theory of subsidenc~. His criticism was · that all 
of these theories are based on . . the· assumption that the 
rock is stressed within its elastic range. 
In 1948, w. I. Duvall (9) (10) presented an 
extensive study of.single and multiple open~ngs.of 
various'shapes based· on mathematical and photoelastic 
analysis • . Diag!ams._ included illustrE:tte v~ri-ation . o:f 
the stress distribution due to ah~pes of ·openings. 
In 1949, L.A. Panek (23) . performed c~ntri:fugal 
model studies, obtaining safe roof spans, and safe and 
economical arch structures. 
In 1949, W.R. Mccutchen (l7) presented exam-
ples of the e:f:fect of static and dynamic loadings on 
rock masses, including the stress distribution_s around 
a circular, cylindrical, single opening. 
In 1949,' H.K. Van Poollen (35) presented the 
results of photoelastic model analysis ofaingle, variously 
shaped openings, and pointed out the importance of wall 
support for the stability o:f mine structures. 
In 1949, J. Spaulding_ (33) compiled existing 
theories and assumptions of stress concentrations around 
mine openings with particular attention to archin·g and · 
doming. He gave a description o:f the design of' mine 
plans to avoid high stress concentrations. A rather 
complete discussion of the theoretical and practical 
. effects of geologic factors in relation to underground 
mine openings was also given. 
In 1951, L.A. Panek (24) described the limit-
ing conditions of the earth's stress field, and obtained 
stress concentrations for variously shaped single and 
multiple openings in a uniform stress field, based upon 
photoelastic experiments. A considerable quantity of 
laboratory data waa giyen. Comparaaooia~ between the 
behaviora>f drifts of different shapes under various 
stress field conditions were also given. 
In 1954, R. G. K. Morrison (21) described the 
·development of a stress zone, fracture zone, and dome 
around an underground excava tiono The area, dip, · time, 
and rock strength were assumed to affect the size, shape 
and stability of the domeo 
In 1954, C. T. Holland (13) presented a dis-
cussion concerning stress distribution which emphasize·d 
pillar designo ·A rather complete consideration of fac-
tors which influence the stress distribution in pillars 
and the design of pillars was includedo 
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In 1955, R •. D. Caudle and G. B. Clark (5) applied 
mathematical solutions to simple and restrained-beams 
under thre~ loading conditions, and the similarity of the 
results was po'inted out. The applications by various 
· investigators of the theory of elasticity _to the analy-
sis of mine openings of different shapes, and to single 
. and multiple 9penings was summarize do 
In 1955, R. G. K. Morrison and P. G. Coates (22) 
applied . soil mechanics to the rock failure problemso 
·stress distribution around mine openings, vertical shafts 
and within the rock mass were discussedo 
In 1956, So ·Boshkov (l) presented a mathematical 
analysis of the underground mine stress problem which 
was entirely based on the theory· of elasticityo This ~as 
an extension of Dr. Ko 'suzuki' s de,velopment of the stress 
distribution around elliptical ~penings as a £unction of 
inclination. Included was a summary of Duvall's work, 
with particular emphasis on the advantage of the photo-
elastic methodo Boshkov also mentioned consideration · 
of rock as a soil, and introduced · the concept of defor-
mation as a function of time, showing necessity · fo! the 
evaluation of a safety factor baaed on time. He suggested 
that determination of constants of discrepancy between 
pure theory and practical reaul ts related to mine open-.. 
ing stress analysis should be . carried out. 
In 1956, Roux, Denkhaus, and Leeman (30) presented . 
a mathematical, photoelaatic model analysis and also de-
veloped de-stressing practice. The purpose of the invest- . 
igations were to approach the problems of rockburst in 
the Witwatersrand goldfield . though these various methods. 
In .1956, J. J. Reed (28) performed experiments 
concerned with· re-distribution of stress concentrations 
about mine openings. He :found that the high skin-stress 
can be reduced by means of a wedging action which increases 
compressive stress at depth. This study was a continuation 
of his earlier pressure vesse1 · studies (27)o 
In 1959, R.H. Merrill (19) performed empirical 
work for the· design o:f underground mine openings in an 
oil-shale mine in Colorado. Equations based on various 
theories and assumptions were used to calculate allowable 
roof span and sag of the roof and verified in the field. 
In 1959, A. v. Corlett and L. L. Emery brought forth 
the idea of prestress phenomena as . applied to rock beamso 
They suggested that the mechanics of consolidation deve- . 
lop a stress component perpendicular to the direction 
of compaction, especial1y in sedimentation. This may be 
a source of prestress • . They stated that when the rock 
beam was loaded _ to design limits,'the lower chord re-
tained some compression and the whole beam depth was 
effective in compression, therefore, compressive :failure 
o:f mine openings· can be represented by tests of pre~ 
stressed experimental models. They also mentioned that: 
redistribution of' unilateral stress around an opening 
is an importa~t factoro It was claimed that no·roc~ 
is actually_ a .Hooke Solid; rather mo~t are St. Venant 
Solids. Mathematical analysis and photoelastic measure-
ments were per:formed on representative models·of mine 
openine;so 
Martiho.;d.a of Investigation 
There are three methods which are commonly used 
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by investigators: (1) mathematical considerations, con-
sisting of calculations based on either theories o:f elast-
~ci ty or plasticity or the application o:f soil mechanics;· 
(2) empirical tre.atments;. and (3) model analysis, which 
includes the photoelastic method, centrifugal method, 
pr~_ssure method, etc. 
Mathematical considerations o 
Theory 0£ elasticityo Problems concern-
ing the distribution of stresses are often solved by 
the classical theory of elasticityo There are, however, 
~any limitations and assumptions. which should be consi-
dered when the theory of e:;t.asticity is applied to the 
problems of the effect of underground mine openings on 
stresse·s. These assumptions are as follows: (59) (5) 
(24) (47) (l7)o 
(1) The rock must be.assumed as a constituently homogeneous 
and mechanica~ly isotropic mass. 
(2) .There should be no fractures or any geologic di.scon-
tinui ties in the stressed rock body~ In other wor~s, 
the compatibility requirement in the mathematical solution 
should be. satisf ie.do 
(3) The boundacy' conditions in the mathematical treatment 
should also be satisfied. The stresses within· the rock 
body must be_ in equilibrium with the external loads. 
(4) The applicable range .is only within the elastic 
limit. When inside this range, the rock should behave 
as. a perfectly elastic material~ 
(5) The boum.dary of the opening should not be very· irreg-
ular. That is to say, that the mine opening should be 
a d~finite geometrio. shape. 
. . 
(6) The length of the mine opening should be much greater 
than the cross-section; and the length of the opening is 
, 
assumed to be horizontal. These assumptions are not nec-
essary if the more difficult three-dimensional stress 
analysis is attemptedo 
Theory£! plastioityo According to defin-
ition, a deformation becomes plastic when the stress in 
the material exceeds the yield point, and complete recovery 
is not observed after release of the stress. (57) 
Whenever a portion o:f the interior stress of a 
material is relaxed under the influence of the exterior 
disturbance·a (especially thermal agitation) or due to 
discontin~oua ~movements within .the rock (such is are 
postulated in the current dislocation theories-), the 
equilibrium is ·disturbed. As a co~sequence the exterior 
applied stress will cause readjustments of the dimensions 
o~ material until the interior stresses' have · regained 
·their original value, or equilibrium is restored. This 
process will be r.epeated continually i:f the relaxation 
continues. Consequently, a state of flow will · be reached. 
(57) (46) 
From the above mentioned plastic flow phenomenon, 
it is evident that time is an important factor in the 
elastic-plastic deformation processes. Therefore, a 
deformation, which, when executed quickly, is 1)er:fectly 
elastic, may become plas _tic if it is executed slowly. 
Deformations in geologic processes in which 
static loads are applied over a long period of time are 
similar to the deformations o:f rock due to stresses in-
duced by introduction of underground mine openingso These 
deformations may not be very far from those predicted by 
asswnption of plas~ic flow as influenced by the time 
factor. (37) 
It is evident from short term static ,tests that 
rock behaves plastically below the yield point, even 
though the tests require _ only a few minutes. There:fo·re, 
the plastic deformation of rock cannot be ignored. , An 
approach to the investigation of the effect of underground 
mine opening;son stress distribution based on the theory 
of plasticity deserves further study. {37) (57) (46) 
Empiric.al methods. Empirical methods are pri-
marily a result of observation and measurement in place, 
of deformations- and the other behavior of prototype mine 
openingl, before or after the failure of the surrounding 
rock. This method is often used to extend hypotheses ob- . 
tained from previous mathematical and model analysis. 
As an independent - method, mathematical equations are 
often developed which satisfy the observed data. (the 
original theories of Fayol and Rizha were a result of 
empirical analysis.) 
Empirical methods alone do not provide overall 
information as to the effect of underground mine openings 
on stress. The shortcoming of this type of approach is 
the tendency 0£ individual empirical hypotheses to have 
only limited geographical application. Use of empirical 
methods to check the results of other methods, however, 
is valua~le. (36) (19) 
Methods of empirical analysis vary from place to 
place, depending on the nature of the individual problem. 
Description in detail is beyond the scope of this section. 
Model analysis. Mathematical methods may be dif-
ficult or impossible to apply analytically to the beha-
vior of some underground openings because of the irre-
gular shape of the openings and the complex nature of 
the surrounding rock, such as heterogen_ei ty, discontinu~-
ties and anisotropic properties. Therefore, investiga-
tors must find other methods of analysis. Previous ex-
periences in other structural engineering fields, have 
shown model analysis to be a most valuable method of 
inves~igation since it provides information concerning 
major aspects of design, quickly, conveniently and in-
expensively. (2) (3) (25) (27). 
The common methods of model analysis applied to 
the study of underground openings include photoelastic, 
centrifugal and pressure vessel methods. 
Photoelastic methods. The principle fea-
ture of _photoelastici ty is the utilization of the ·optical 
property of plastic plate to become doubly refracting 
when subjected to external load. 
Similar to the cross-section of the prototype mine 
openings, openings are made in plates of plastic which 
~e transparent and optically isotropic before load is 
applied. This plate is loaded externally with a scale 
representation of the prototype 1oad. Polarized light 
is passed perpendiqularly through the plate, and the 
change in the optical properties of the plate due to the 
external loading is observedo 
~wo common methods for producing polarized light 
for the ·uae in photoelasticity are (1) the use of an 
artificial. polaroid material; and (2) ·· the use of a nico1 
prism. The plastic model is placed between two sheets 
of pola.:roid material; . the first is call.ed the polarizer, 
and the second, the analyzer. Because different magni-
tudes of the principle stresses occur inside the plate, 
the optical properties of the plate become different 
along two mutually perpendicular directions, and vary 
from point to point. The polarized light from the 
polarizer will be broken into· two systems o:f transverse 
wavea,one o~ which has been retarded relative to the 
other by the presence o:f the model •. The· light will. 
then be passed through the analyzer, and upon emerging 
from the analyzer, will consist of a transverse vibrat-
io~ in one planeo The intensity of _the light trans-
mitted will be zero·where the principal stresses are 
parallel to the axis of the ~olarizero In addition, 
the. intensity of the light _will vary sinusoidally with 
a change in magnitude o:f th~ difference of the prin-
ciple streaseso Photos can be taken; iaoclinics can 
be determined; and from this data,. the complete stress 
distribution in a body can be obtainedo 
Centrifugal method. The principles of 
similitude require that .if a model is to be made of a body 
lo~ded by its own weight, the body forces acting on the 
model must be increased in direct proportion to the model 
scale constant, al~ other factors being held constanto 
The principle of centrifugal model analysis is to apply 
centrifugal ~orces to a model by means of a specially 
designed centr_ifuge ·. to ~imulate underground loadings on 
the prototype, thus satisfying the·similitude equations. 
(3)o 
In oases s11.ch as the investigation of the deflec-
tions of the componen·t ·beds in a nonhomogeneous prototype, 
as· in a a·tra t.if'ie d mine roof', it is convenient to apply 
centrifugal body forces to the te.st ·model. 
The centrifugal force developed in a centrifuge 
is equal to mv2/r, where r is the distance from center 
of rotation to center of gravity of model, mis the 
mass, vis the -linear velocity. Gravitational force 
acting on a stationary mass is equal to mg. The ratio 







This ratio is called the model ratio (by Bucky) 
(2) when r - is in :feet9 n is equal to RPS, and g is in 
feet per sec.2. Thus, the model represents a prototype 
of the same material which has dimensions k times those 
of the model. 
Centrifugal model testing has long been used as 
a method of' stress analysis :for the purpose of' investiga-
tion of the proper span of roof. A systematic method of 
experimental study in this field can be traced back to 
the early research projects performed by Professor P. B. 
Bucky of Columbia University starting in 1933. 
The results from these pioneer works encouraged 
1ater investigators to pursue this particular phase of 
mine model analysis. Improvements· in the original appar-
atus utilized by Professor Bucky have consisted of an in-. 
crease ip the effective diameter, resulting in a more 
uniform effective weight of specimen; larger specimen 
ho_J.ders, enabling the use of bigger, and more complex 
models; continuously variable D. · C . - motors with accura-
tely controlled speeds; and the introduction of strain 
measuring equipment permitting a nondestructive method 
of testing. 
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Pressure vessel method. The main purpose 
of this method is to obtain a hydrostatic condition by 
means o~ pressure transmission throµgh a special hydrau- · 
lie fluid. inside a close~ sealed vessel. The model, con~ 
sisting of a cylindrical mass, with a model of a mine 
opening extending along its axis of symmetry is placed 
in a proper position lit1 the vessel where it can be 
loaded hydrostatically. (27) (28) (45) (44) (41). Visua1 
observation of the opening deformation may be made through 
special view ports, or stra_in gages may be attached to . 
the specimen for strain measuremento 
This method has the advantage of inexpensive cost 
of installation of the equipment. The disadvantages of 
this method are: (1) the apparatus · ia limited to hydro- . 
static stress :fields; (2) model size is limited; and (3) 
it is difficult to develop sufficiently large pressures 
within such a vessel to cause openings in strong rock to 
fail. 
Stress Concentrations Due ,!2. Underground Mine Openings. 
The effect of mine openings on underground stress 
is a subject worthy of investigation. Fundamental ques-
tions, such as: What happens to the initial stress 
field when an underground excavation is introduced? 
What is the ef:fect of the size of open_ings upon the' 
stress and atrain distribution? Whi-ch shape of opening 
has least .atre·ss for a particular cond:i tion? What are 
the magnitudes and distribution of stresses 'surrounding 
-the bound~y of openings within a rock mass? What is 
the dif:fererice in stress diatribu tion between :'· single.-
and multiple openings and what is the mutual effect o~ 
multiple ope~ings? Assumptions, equations, and hypo-
theses have already been establishe~ by investigators 
covering ~heae important topics, as well as many others. 
A condensed description is given in the following pages. 
The initial stress equilibrium of the earth's 
cruet is disturbed when an opening is introduced with-
in. the rock mass. This can be explained by the pheno-
menon of force transmission; that is, the discontinuance 
. . 
of linear force transmission and distu.rb~ce of stress 
equilibrium_ due to the existence of an opening may cause 
a change in direction of the induced stresses from radial 
to tangential in order that the rock mass may ·achieve 
a new state of equilibrium. It follows that surround-
ing the boundary of this opening, on all aides, the 
r~ck is in a greater state OI stress . than it was prior 
to the existence of the opening; e.g., greater than when 
it was in the state of the initial equilibrium. (33) 
The extra stress, which is in addition to the 
original stress within the rock body, has been termed 
ring stress, concentrated stress,. or stress concentra-
tion by previous investigators. The magnitude of this 
extra stress wm~ from different ··geometric, shapes of 
the openings • . · Spaulding indicated that the tangential 
ring stress around a circular hole at a distance. r from 
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the center of an opening of radius a is(a2/r2,Q. (33,p. 17) 
Three important facts are revealed by this equation: 
(1) the maximum concentrated stress theoretically occurs 
in the boundary (skin) of the opening, (2) the concen-· 
trated stresses die away as the distance from t~e center 
of' the opening· increases, and (3) the maximum concen-
trated stress within the rock body surrounding . the boun~y 
of an opening is independent of the·diameter of that 
opening; in other words, the size of the opening does 
not affect the magnitude of the concentrated stresso 
( 33) ( 21). 
As to the size of underground mine opening, Panek 
(24) added'a further statement. When the depth from 
the topographic surface to the top of an underground 
opening in a homogeneous rock is greater than about 
twice the long cross-sectional d~ension of the open-
ing, the tangential stress on the boundary of the open-
.ing is practically independent of the size of' the open-
ing. 
The stresses around an opening of a shallow 
dei,:t}l are generally tensile in the roof' (top) and the 
floor (bottom); and compressive in the ribs (sides). 
However, when - the lateral pre-existing earth stress is 
greater than about one-half the vertical stress, com-
pressive tangential stress occurs on the entire boundary 
of an opening. The ratio of' lateral to vertical pre-
-existing •11.reaa i :J de'lermines whether tensile stress 
shall occur in the roof and floor. (9) (24)o. 
The ratio of the short cross-sectional dimension 
of an opening parallel to the larger initial earth stress, 
to that perpendicular to the initial stress,is the most 
important factor affecting the critical compressive stress, 
which increases when the ratio is decreased, (for ex-
ample, the cri tica1 compressive stress is three _times .. 
the vertical pre-existing str.ess when the ratio is 1; 
increasing to nine times when the ratio is o. 25· in the 
case of elliptical opening,in a unidirectional stress 
field. 
In refe{ing to the effect of shape of an open~ 
ing, Panek (24) stated that for elastic materials ~ep.en-
ing of circular cross-sectio~ will induce the smallest 
critical stress under conditions of hydrostatic pres-
sure. In contrast to this, .Reed mentioned that there 
was not much difference in stress induced·between a 
circular and other opening shapes for the same hydro-
static condition, according to the results of hie ex-
periments.· 
McCutchen (17) suggested that the determination 
of the directions of the principal planes of stress 
within underground mine openings may best be performed 
by employing Mohr'~ stress diagram to a sufficient 
number of points a.round the opening. From these prin-
cipal stress planes, the shear or tensile planes of 
failure may be located., He found that the fracture planes 
occur at an angle of 680 from the maximum-principal-
etreas plane, for the rocks he atudied. Spaulding men-
tioned that the effect of differential stress' in rook 
is a tendency to form cracks parallel to the direction 
of tangential stress near the boundary of an opening. 
The cr.acks may be entirely independent.of. the rock :form~ 
ation. (33) (9) o ($ee Fi~e ~-a.) · 
Elasti9 theory indicates that the maximum cqn-
centrated stresses occur in t~e skin rock at the.~oun-
da~y ·?fan opening. As ~-m~tter of fact, the stresses 
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in the skin rock never reach this value: conversely; they 
are nearer zero. Th;i.s reduction is due· to the e:ffec-:t; 
··of a natural stress relief acti~?·w~ich occurs. during 
the mining o:pe_ration primari=t-y due to blasting, prior 
fracturing in the rock and small amounts of plastic 
f'low. Thus,· a· loose, or semi~loos~ z_one surround:i.ng 
the. boundary of the op_ening may be de.veloped. ·The 
thickness of' th~s zone is not the same in every· place~ 
. . 
Spaulding. has stated that one. :foot thickness is reason-
ab.le in many cases. He also indicated. thEtt a zone· of 
. . 
influence exists around a mine opening beyond which 
. the extra stress due to the o.pening's presence can be 
dis:r.egara.e~~ The .z~ne of _1n:r1u~nc~_ is an import.ant 
consi.d~ration in the case of' :µiultiple openings. (2l)o 
A seri~s ~f'. various geometrical shapes has _been 
chosen by many investigators. to represent the possiple 
ef'.f'ects o.f diff'eren"t mine openings mathematically and 
experime~tally. These studies can·.be separat·ed into 
two groups: (l) single opening, and (2) multiple open-
ing. 'The most _common sll:~pe studied in bot!l of t~e ··two 
groups are horizontal . cylindrical openin_gs· with circu-
lar, ellitical, ovaloidal and reo-tangular croas-sectionso 
Stresses ·around various shaped, single openings. A 
large percentage of the· ·investig~tions w_i thin the· field 
earth stress 
"Fi.:;'. la 1'.,tt:ern of Shear lieaicness tlaues Surrowdinj; a 
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of rock mechanics have been concerned with the effect 
of various opening shapes on the magnitude of stress 
concentration, with the objective of finding the optimum 
shape for the design of mine openings; e.g. the small-
est possible induced stress concentration around the 
opening. (See Figures 5, 6 and 7). 
Circular cross section. Mindlin pre-
sented a rather complete analysis of stresses around a 
horizontal cylindrical hole of circular cross~section 
in a semi-infinite elastic solid based on the theory .of 
elasticity. Panek· (24) made a further development and . 
application of Mindlin's wor~. The important phenome-
na::. .. :pointed· out for a single, circular opening were: 
(1) the stress concentrations due to the three simpli-
fied initial stress fields are independent of the size 
of the hole, and are also independ~nt of the elastic 
moduli of the material; and (2) the roof and floor of 
the opening are in tension; the ribs are in compression 
except for the case where the horizontal pressure with-
in the earth is greater than one-third of the vertical 
pressure, when compressive stress exists around the 
whole boundary. (See Figures 3 and 4)~ 
Rectangular cross sections. Both Duvall 
(9) and Panek (23) (24) have performed considerable o t 
photoelaatic work conce~ned with the stresses inducea 
in rectangular openings. Their results indicated that: 
(1) in the case of the unidirectional stress field, ten-
sile tangential stress exists at the top and 'bottom 
boundaries of rectangular openings; the critical points 
being at the midpoints of the top and t}le bottom; · (2) 
_3a 
2a 
2-•. ,, . 
Fig. _3. 
RADIAL· STRE3J DISTRIBUTION-CIRCULAR OPENING . 
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the critical compressive stresses ·occur at the inter~ 
sections o:f the f'iD...e.ts and ribs; (3) if the horizontal 
initial stress is greater than half of the vertical ini-
tial stress, the stresses on the boundary of the rec-
tangular opening become entirely compressive; (4) the 
critic~l compressive stress increases linearly with 
increasing opening width to height ratio; (5) the smaller 
the radius of curvature of the fillet, theeloser the cri-
tical compressive stress is located.related to the center 
of the fillet, and the greater its magnitude. · 
Elliptical cross sections. Panek obtain-
ed <lata .- concerning critical values of tangential stress 
for an opening _with an elliptical boundary by means of 
photoela~ticity. 
toll.owing table. 
Some of these data are summarized in the 
Based on the data from the to·11:owing. 
table, and from the experimental r~sults of Inglis and 
Duvall, Caudle (5) summarized these facts for an ellip-
tical opening as follows: (1) under a hydrosta·tic stress 
field, the whole boundary of the ellipse is in compres-
sion. Critical stresses always occur on the major axis, 
while minimum stresses occur mainly on the minor axis, 
regardless of the angle of inclination of the major 
axis with the horizontal; (2) in the case of greater 
initial vertical pressure, than horizonta~ critical 
compressive stresses occur at the sides, and critical 
tensile stresses occur ~t the top and bottom of the 
opening; (3) for a fixed initial horizontal stress, the 
critical compressive stress is the greatest when the 
angle of inclination of the major axis with the hori-
zontal is zero; and is the smallest when at 90 degrees; 
(4) if the longdi..menaion of the opening is nearly hori-
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linearly with an increasine ratio of· the major to minor 
axiso 
Ovaloidal cross sections~ An ovaloidal 
opening is a square with two semi-circles erected on 
opposite sideso ~mportant facts. concerning the stress 
distribution as~ociated with an ovaloid,?btained bi 
various investigators .are as follows: (1) ~ased on 
.P.hotoeiastic··tests, Duvall. (9) stated that the ·maximum 
stress co~centration at the ovaloidal boundary increas-
es without. limit as the height-to-width ratio decre~ses .; 
(2) under a unidirec~ional load~ng condition, the stress 
. . 
on the ends of the vertical axis is a tensile stress 
roughly equal . in magnitude to the applied stress;, ( 3) 
under an initial ·hydrostatic condition, the stress 
concentrat1ons are all compressive, in spite of the 
major to minor axis ratio. Caudle applied Martin 
Greenspan•s mathematical analysis of ·a plate wtth an 
ovaloid-shape hole to an actual mine opening. 
Stresses around various shaped multiple openingso 
Openi?gS which are close enough together to have their 
zone of influences overlap are known as multiple open-
ingso Distribution and magnitude of stresses ~or mul-
tiple openings are di"fferent from those determj.ned for a 
one opening case. However, as in the case of the single 
opening·, stresses are a function of the shapes of the 
openings. 
A general summary of the effect of multiple open-
ings in a homogfus, elastic medium observed by previous 
authors (.9) ( 10) ( 5) ( 2.3 )_ ( 24) ( 8) : :.;-.:= follows: 
1. Stress concentrations induced by more thah 
one opening-are- generally greater than those induced 
by a single opening of similar geometrical shapeo 
2. Stress concen·lirations increase with increas~ 
ing number of openings up to a limit of about five open-
ings. Above this point, the stress concentration will 
be more ··or less independent of the number of the open-
ings. 
3. The average stress concentration in the pillars 
between openings will increase rapidly (faster than the 
ma~imum stress concentration) as the· opening-pillar 
width r.atio.increaseso 
4. Maximum stress concentration in. pillars often 
occurs near the surface of the r.ock in the ribs. 
5. ·The· central pillars in a group of pillars, 
usually bears the highest.stress. 
6. If.the width-height ratio is greater than 
one, high critical pillar stress can usually be avoided 
by decreasing the l_ong cross-sectional dimension of the 
opening, but not by increasing the pillar width. 
7. If pillar width-height ratio is less than 
one, increasing pillar width will avoid a high criti-
cal pillar stress. 
8. As in the case of the single opening in a 
unidirectional stress· field,ten~ile stress which is 
equal to the magnitude of the applie.d external com-
pressive stress.· is often induced in the· top and bottom 
of the openings; while in a case of lateral restraint, 
these tensile stresses disappearo 
(Figure ( 8) summarizes.the effects of multiple 
openings of various shapes obtained by previous . in-
vestigatorso· 
Theories Concerned with Design of Roof-spancand Pillars 
Horizontal Mine Openings.~ 
The maximum safe roof span, size of pillars, and 
opt~um·ext~action ratio are important factors.in the 
design of room·and pillar type underground openings. 
In theoretical and experimental investigations for 
the distribution and magnitude of the stress concen-
trations around the openings, the geologic structure, 
and the physical properties of the rock body itself 
.play an important part i~ determining the previously 
mentioned design factors. 
In the.usual calculations for roof-span, assump-
tions are normally based on one of two theorieso They 
are the plate theory and the beam theory as follows: 
(19) . (36) (34) 0 
Plate theoryo This theory is based on the 
assumption that mine roof can be_approximated by a 
uniform, horizontal, sel£-gravitationaI13"-loaded slab 
which is clampe~ on all edgeso It is assumed that the 
length and width of the. slab are· approximately equ_alo 
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The maximum tensile stress ( ~ax) in this slab is (19,p.16): 
G'max = 6Bt: a2 , 
. t' 
- - - - (1) 
The maximum sag (Smax) in this slab is: 
(2) 
·Where a= shorter horizontal dimension of the plate 
b = longer horizontal dimension of the plate 
B = constant depending on Poisson's ratio and b/a 
C = constant·depending on Poisson's ratio and b/a 
E = Young's modulus of ~lasticity· 
fJ = dens~ ty of the rock , 
t = thickness of the slab 
Beam theory. This theory is.based on the assu.mp-
. tion that mine roof may be · approximated by a homogeneous, 
horizontal iying, self-gravitationally-loaded beam with 
restrained ends. The length of the room must be more 
than two times its width and the·thickness of the beam 
must be small in comparison to its length for application 
of the equations developed. The maximum tensile stress 
( <Jniax) in the beam .is: (19, · p. 13) 
- - - - - - - (3) 
The maximum shear stress (fmax) in the beam is: 
Tmax 
- - - - - - (4) 
The maximum def~ection (Dmax) of the-beam is: 
Dmax = (°L4 
32Et 2 
Whe.re E = Young's ·modulus of elasticity 
L = length of span 
(° = ~ensi ty of the beam 
t = thickness of the beam 
- (5) 
Calculation of safe roo:f-spano .A aaf'e roof 
span may be determined by application of the above 
mentioned theories. Obert and Duva11 presented a 






- -·- - - (3) 
·Ai3 = ~ 
6('BF 
- - - - - (6) 
where Ta~ 'the modulus of rupture of the 
roof rock 
F n safety factor 
t 
-
thickness of the plate 
( ~ density o~ the rock 
B = constant depending on the ratio 
of b/a and Poisson's ratioo 
2c>44 
= the safe length oft he shorter hor. dimo 
Merrill (19) performed a calculation, which 
was based on the beam theory, to determine the safe 
roof-span as follows: 
From equation (3) 
- - - - - - - (3) 
the value· of the modulus of rupture of the roof 
rock Ta ca,n be substituted :for the tensile stress 
max, hence the safe roof-span Ls can be obtained: 
(19, P• 17) 
Ls=~- - - - - (7) 
I • 
where Ta ::: the modulus of rupture of the roof 
t = thickness of the beam 
I = density o,f the rock 
F = safety factor 
These methods result in theoretical determina-
tions o:f the safe roof-span based on the requirements 
of absence of major geologic defects and homogeneous, 
horizontal strata. 
Pillar loads. According to Duvall, a simple 
equation for the relationship between pillar width, 
opening width, average stress and loads supported by 
the pillar is as follows: (5) p. 28) 
p p (Io + Lp} . 
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(IY ::s initial vertical stres$ field at a distance 
·from row o:f holes 
Lo :s width o:f opening 
LP 
-
width o:f pillar 
t = thickness of plate 
Or 
The above equation is based on the assumption 
that the longitudinal axes of the openingsare large 
compared to their cross sectional dimensions, and that 
any material ' mi~ed by cross cuts is negligible. 
In the case of a room and pillar method, where 
pillars are of' equal dimensional cross-section, the 
-average load supported by the pillar is given by the 
equation 
After the .consideration of' the factor of safety, 
the average stress in the pillar becomes: 




= ultimate co~pressive strength 
• average stress in pillaro 
Theories · of Failure App1~ed to Rock (16) (57) (60) (58) 
In the'preceding section on physical properties 
of rock, a number of useful physical p~operties were 
described. The majority of these properties were de-
rived :from simple uniaxial tests. Most of the loading 
conditions underground are tri-axial. It is, therefore, 
necessary to predict the :failure of rocks under .these · 
conditions from the laboratory physical property data. 
For this rea~on some of the more widely accepted theories 
of failure are considered here. 
Solid materials are classified by their behavior 
when subjected to static or impact loads as elastic, 
viscous or plastic·. The point of :failure of most struc-
tural materials is generally .considered to be the con-
dition under which they first lose their elastic pro-
perties. The :failure of a ioad-resisting member usually 
consists of either plastic deformation or ·brittle frac-
ture. There have been six major theories advanced to 
. predict the point of inelastic action. In each theory, 
~he factor held responsible :for limiting the maximum 
applied load, is assumed equal in the magnitude to 
~hat same factor determined in a simple uniaxial test. 
Maximum Stress Theory (Rankin's theory) 
The maximum. principal stress in a material deter-
mines the point of failure regardless of the magnitude 
of the other principal ijtresses applied. This theory 
has received some acceptance as an·explanation of the 
behavior of brittle materials, and, therefore, has 
. widespread application in mining. A special note must 
be added that this theory does not apply in the in-
stance where mine rock failure is plastic, a case ·which 
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wil1 be considered in more detail later • . 
Maximum Strain Theory (St. Venant•s theory) 
The maximum normal elastic extension of whlch 
the mat~rial is capable determines the point of fa~lure. 
One may express the principal strains in terms of the 
principal stresses according to Hook's law. This is a 
-widely accepted theory which is applied to the brittle 
failure of materials, such as rock. 
Maximum Shear Theory (Coulomb's theory) 
The maximum shear stress theory is baaed on the 
premise that the point o~ inela~tic action of a material 
occurs when the maximum shearing stress at a point with-
in the body exceeds a critical value.. This theory is 
applied frequently to explain the behavior of ductile 
materials. 
Maximwn Strain Energy Theory (Beltrami & Haigh theory) 
This theory is based on the assumption that there 
is a limitation to the amount of energy that a body can 
absorb and remain in the elastic state. This limit de-
termines the points of failure. In reference to this 
theory, Nadai states "the . total elastic energy stored 
in a material before it reaches the plastic state can 
have no significance as a limiting condition •••• 
since under high hydrostatic pressure large amounts of 
elastic energy may be stored without causing either 
fracture or permanent deformation. 
¥aximum Distortion Energy Theory 
Thia theory, as defined by some current authors, 
states that inelastic action at any point in a body 
under any combination of stresses begins only when the · 
strain energy of distortion per unit volume absorbed at 
the point is equal to the strain energy of distortion . 
absorbed per unit volume at any point in a bar stressed 
to the elastic limit under a state of uniaxial stress. 
Mohr's Envelope (Theory of Strength) 
If a number of compressive tests are performed, 
each with a different degree of confinement, the data 
at the ~oint of failure may plotted as a series of 
Mohr's circles. 
A point on the envelope to these circles re-
presents the magnitude of normal and shear stresses 
on the plane of failure in the material, for a par-
ticular ultimate loading. Mohr's envelope may be analy-
sed in several ways. The shearing strength of a material 
may be shown equal to 
where C = shearing strength of the material 
with zero normal stress 
V-- :a normal stress on the failure plane 
¢=the angle of internal friction 
The maximum compressive strength of a material 
using this method is found to be {ip.1.7} 
whereq-1 = maximum compressive strength 
c:r-2 = confining pressure 
ExaJnples of Mohr's envelopes for a selected 
group of rocks are given in ~1 igu.re ~ 6). 
The use of Mohr's envelope to predict rock 
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failure under triaxial loading is the most widely accept-
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CHAPTER III 
SYSTEMATIC PROCEDURE FOR THE PRELIMINARY DETERMINATION 
OF A MINE STRUCTURE 
A systematic procedure for the preliminary deter-
minatton of an ·underground mine structure is outlined 
in the following pages. This portion of the paper has 
been so a~ranged that a person inter€sted in utilizing 
this material f'or design purposes need not refer to 
other chapters. Material has been arranged in the 
sequence which a logical design procedure must follow. 
The chapter has be~n subdivided into five sections; 
namely, estimation of the pre-existing stress field; 
choice and 'det.ermination of :pertinent physical pro-
perties .of rock; determination of the behavior of .the 
mine roof strata by use of the centrifuge;· calculation 
of pillar loads; and the application of data obtained 
in the design of a mine opening. 
Estimation of Pre~existing Stress Field 
The determination of the pre-existing stress 
field is necessary in the design of underground mine 
openings, as well as f'or any underground excavations 
such as, tunnel driving, just as the determination of 
loading conditions is necessary for the design of sur-
face structures. 
A preliminary estimation of the pre-existing 
underground stress field should be performed' before 
the initiation of mining operations. For this purpose, 
the simplification of earth stress fields into three 
categories as suggested by Panek, is ·sufficiently 
accurate for most cases. 
On a horizontal plane below the ground surface 
it may be assumed there exists only a uni:form vertical 
pressure ((y) ac.ting normal to · the plane, which is · 
equal to the w~ight of the overlying materials; that 
is, the product of the depth (d) and ~ensity (w) of 
. the overlying materials. 
QY = -wd 
In combination with the.stress acting on the 
horizontal plane, one o:f three possible states of 
stress may be assumed to exist on the vertical plane: 
( 5) (24). 
Unidirectional case. At a shallow depth, no Cox) 
pressure ~eta normal to the vertical plane. 
This condition may exist at any depth where 
open fracture systems are.found. 
Lateral restraint case. This condition is asswned to 
exist at intermediate depths where no horizontal 
atrain can occur in rock since confinement exists 
on all sides. 





(~is Poisson's ratio) 
The presence of ground water in open fracture 
systems can result in horizontal pressures appro-
ximately equal to those given for the laterally 
restrained case. 
Hydrostatic case'. At extreme depths ., a hydrostatic 
condition is assuoied to exist, normal stresses 




The three initial stress field conditions out-
. 
lined above, can not be specifically po,tioned accord-
ing to depth. A rough range may be taken as unidirec-
.tional 0-1,000 feet; lateral restraint 200-10,000 feet; 
. ft. 
and hydrostatic pressure 5,000Aand deeper. The pre-
liminary estimates should be conservatively applied where 
there is an overlap in the possible stress field at that 
depth. (See Figure 9.) 
The approximate horizontal stress field given 
by the equations above, may be greater than that actually 
in existence in casE:S where f'ractures, faults and other 
geological discontinuities or topographic depressions 
occur. On the other hand, the actual horizontal stress 
may be " greater than tha-t estimated,in cases where the 
mine opening is located in the neighborhood of higher 
topography or near a regional high str~ss zone. 
The choice of theireliminary stress field should 
be verified as soon as possible after mining operations 
have commenced. The only means of determining the ini-
tial stress field underground is by measuring the res-
ponse of a particular mine opening, and then deducing 
the stress field. 
At the present time, there is ~nly one method 
of measuring the response of the rock surrounding a 
mine opening to an external stress field which ·has any 
evidence of success. Th1s :i:s the :flat-jack method, ('SO) 
first described by M. E. Tince1in in 1953. In this 
method, a slot is cut into the wall of a mine openingof 
known shape {Figure 1.0,.)~ which results in expansion of' 
adjoining rock into the slot due to the surrounding 
stresses. Pressure is applied to the walls. o:f the slot 
by means of a special hydraulic jack inserted in the 
slot, to restore it to its original shape. The indi-
c~ted jack pressure is assumed equal to the stre·ss 
acting normal to the slot, before the slot was cut. 
The initial stress field at that point is then calcu-
lated by dividing the stress determined by means of the 
flat jack by the stress concentration factor associa-
ted with the particular shape of opening in which the 
test was performed. 
The determination of the pre-existing stress 
field has been previously considered by a number of in-
vestigators. (5) (24) (50). The United States Bureau 
of Reclamation (47) (49) performed some tests of this 
nature in a tunnel at Boulder Canyon in 1932, and also 
in tunnels at Prospect Mountain, Colorado and at Gorge, 
Washington in 1957. The Australian underground hydro-
electric power plant in the Snowy Mountains, (50) 
Australia, is a good example of successful measurement 
of the initial earth stress field. 
Choice and Determination of Pertinent 
Phy,sical Properties of Rock 
Of all the physical properties of rock; elastic 
properties, specific gravity, and rock strengths have 
the closest connection to the behavior of underground 
mine openings. 
The magnitude of pre-existing stresses depend 
upon Poisson's ratio and specific gravity of the rock. 
The spacing and sizing of mine pillars usually depend 
upon compressive strength and Poisson's ratio. In 
many cases, the design of the safe length of sp~ of 
the roof may be restricted by a limitation in tensile 
strength or modulus of rupture of the rock. The de-
formation of rocks is commonly predicted on the basis 
of their elastic properties. Therefore, ultimate com-
pressive strength, ultimate tensile strength, modulus 
of elasticity, Pois·son's ratio,andmodulua ofrupture, 
a.Jta the pertinent physical properties of rock from the 
,standpoint of design of stable underground mine open-
ings. 
A brief description of' the above menti.oned phy-
sical properties of rock and the standardized methods 




The first step of each of these physical property 
tests is the preparation of specimens. Rock specimens 
are usually prepared in either a cubic or cylindrical 
shape with different dimension ratios, depending .on the 
kind of tests. Equi-dimensional cubes have been used 
by the U. S. Bureau of' Mines as st~ndardized specimens • . 
Cylindrical ··specimens obtained from drill cores are 
somewhat more practical. For this reason, all of the 
standardized teats described herein are based on test 
specimens cut from - cylindrical drill cores. 
The ultimate compressive strength. The average 
compressive stress at which a specimen under a uni-





where rc is the ultimate compressive stress 
Pc is the ultimate compressive load 
A is the original cross-sectional area 
Specimens for compressive strength tests should 
be cut from diamond drill core with a length-to-diameter 
ratio of approximately 1.8. This ratio is sufficiently 
large to minimize end effects, while at the same time 
being sufficiently short to avoid column effects. The 
ends of the specimens should be ground smooth and ·:~-P~rallel. 
After preparation of the specimens, measurement of 
their dimensions should be obtained to an accuracy o~ 
~ 0.001 in. The specimen is then placed under the 
center of the · compressive loading head of a standard 
universal testing machine. The loading head must have 
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a platen mounted in a ball and socket to permit equali- .. 
zation of the compressive load. 
An attempt should be made to m:aintain a uniform 
rate of load. A commonly accepted figure is 100 lb./ 
in 2/sec. The specimen should be loaded continuously 
until failure occurs. The measurement of strain sim-
ultaneously with s~oadG can provide data for the deter-
mination of the modulus of el~sticity. (44) (45) (53) 
(64) ·. 
!a!, ultimate tensile strength. The.ultimate 
tensile strength is the maximum av~rage·tensile stress 
on the plane of failure of the specimen, where other 
principal stresses on the plane are negligible.· 
According to the nature of rock, the tensile 
strength is a. fraction of the compressive strength of 
the same rock(one-tenth to one-fortieth). A large por-
tion of the falls ot mine roof are probably caused by 
locally exceeding the tensile strength of the roof. 
The determination of tensile strength accurately is 
important for fundament~l work in the design of under-
ground mine openings. 
There are two primary methods of determining 
tensile ·atrength: the direct and indirect methodso 
The direct tensile test is the classica.l test in which 
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a rock specimen is gripped at opposite ends in a uni-
versal testing machine and subjec1ecL1D a tensile 1oe.d. 
In this type of test difficulties due to clamping .. 
stresses and induced bending are encountered. The 
indirect tension test has been chosen as the standardi-
zed test me'thod since (1) no special loading heads are 
required, (2) the indirect tensile teat is relatively 
simple, and (3) the test results in slightly greater· 
tensile strengths than the direct test which, is_be-
lieved, are a·result of a method of testing which has 
small inherent error. The specimen is prepared from 
a cylindrical drill core section as in the case of the 
com:Pressive strength sp_eoimens. The length of' a speci-
men is approximately equal to its.diameter. Special 
preparation of the ends of th~ specimen is not neces-
aaryo 
~he specimen is placed between the compressive 
platens.of the stationary and the loading heads of a 
universal testing machine with ita axis of symmetry 
horizontal. The common rate of load is 50 lb./,sec. 
The specimen s.hould be loaded until failure occurs. A 
single fracture plane should occur parallel to the 
direction of applied loading on a diametral plane. A 
uniform tensile st~ess is developed perpendicular to 
this plane. In addition, a compressive stress is 
developed parallel to the plane. However, the tensi~e 
strength of rock is so small compared to its compressive 
strength that the effect of the compressive stress may 
neglected. 
The application of a uniform loading along the 
. . 
specimen length is important, otherwise the specimen 
will be subject to strong shear stresses due to varia-
tion in the normal loading. Fractures other than the 
one described above indicate the occurrence ;.; of an 
incorrect-loading condition, or an anomalous weakness 
within the material. (44) (45). 
The tensile stress developed by the indirect 
method can be calculated as follows: 
Ot • 2 Pc 
llDL 
Where ft±~ the ultimate tensile stress 
Pc is the ultimate compressive load 
D is the diameter of the specimen 
L is the length of the spec_imen 
Modulus 2! elasticity. The modulus 0£ elasti~ 
city is the ratio of stress and its corresponding 
strain within the elaatic.L t:/ limit under a uniaxial 
compressive or tensile loading. 
The modulus of elasticity in compression is 
not necessarily equal to the tensile modulus. In 
general ·, the compressive modulus has wider usage in 
rock mechanics. The compressive modulus of elasticity 
may be determined .from data obtained whi~e performing 
an ultimate compressive strength test. 
· The basis for any determination of Young'& Modu-
lus of elasticity is the preparation of a curve ·of 
stress v~rsus strain. It is therefore necessary to 
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measure deformation of the specimen at regular loading 
intervals. 
The measurement of compressive strain oan be best 
·performed by the use of strain gages bonded to the spec-
imen or indirectly by the use of a compreasometer attached 
to the specimen. 
Stress-strain curves obtained from experim.enta1 
data are not . always linear over the entire test ~ange, 
due to the anelastic behavior of' rock. The tangent mo-
dulus . of elasticity is the most satisfactory modulus for 
correlation purposes. A tangent line shou1d_be drawn to 
the steepest part of the curve, at a point in the region 
between one-third and one-half of the ultimate strength. 
This results in a modulus of.elasticity at the working 
strength of the material. 
~!!H!2E-~~-!:~!!2.• When a material is subjected to 
a longitudinal tensile stress, it will elongate in a dir-
ection parallel,and decrease in cross-section perpendic-
ular to the load. When a material is subjected to a long-
-itudina1 compressive stress, longitudinal shortening and 
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accompanying increase in perpendicular cross-section occurs. 
The ratio of the strain in a lateral direction to the 
longitudinal strain under the condition of' uniaxial stress 
within the proportional limit is known as Poisson's ·ratio. 
A recommended method of obtaining Poisson' ratio 
is to attach :four resistance strain gages to the specimen, 
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two parallel and two perpendicular to the direction of 
the long axis of the cylindrical specimen. Lateral and 
longitudinal strains c~ be obtained independently by . 
means of a strain indicator connected to these gages, 
at des~gna~ed. intervals of compressive load. The 
dime~sions of the specimen should be the same as for 
the standard compression test. 
Poisson's Ratio can be expressed as: 
~= 
e e 
Where _,/' is Poisson's Ratio 
et is longitudinal strain 
e . is lateral strain 
. e 
This can also be determined graphically from the slope 
of the curves of lateral s·train versus longitudinal 
strain • . 
Modulus of rupture. The modulus of' rupture is 
defined as theequivalent elastic stress in the outer-
most fibers of a beam at the point of failure under a 
bending moment~ 
The modulus of rupture test results in higher· 
strength magnitudes than the ultimate tensile strength 
test, since the neutral axis in the rock beam tends to 
shift J:t·· ewa.rd the beam lower extre·mi ty and the stresses 
in the upper and lower surfaces of the beam do not stay 
' . 
within the elastic limit. 
The modulus of rupture can be determined f'rom 
the f'oll.owing equation: 
Where fiiii. is the modulus of ru~ture 
Mf is the bending moment of failure 
C is the one half of the thickness of 
the beam 
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I is the moment of inertia of the croas-
section with respect-to a diameter per-
pendi9ular to the load. 
The experimental procequre suggested here has 
been adapted from that utilized by the u. s. Bureau of 
Mines as follows: 
A cylindrical specimen 6-inches in length and 
li inche~ in diameter is placed on knife edges 5 inches 
apart in a specially designed fixture, as shown in Figure 
(6). A compre~aive load is applied at the center of 
the_specimen by means of a single knife edge. The com-
pressive load should be applied at a rate of 20 1b./sec., 
until failure o-cc~a. 
The modulus of ru.ptu~e can be calcu1ated from 




Where rir is the modulu·s of rupture 
Wis the applied load (ultimate) 
· Lis the distance between supports (5 in.) 
Dis the diameter of the specimen. 
,.1, 
Spe_cific gravi t1. The specific gravity of rock 
can .. be obtained by various methods. If the volume of 
the specimen is known in metric uni ts , (easily deter-_ 
mined on specimens prepared for elastic properties 
tests), the ~uickeat and simplest method to be employed 
is as ·· follows : 
(= Wt/V 
Where (is the specific gravity o:f rock 
Wt is the weight of the specimen 
Vis the volume of the specimen. 
Standardized Method of Determination of the Effect of 
Mine openings (25) 
The determination of the effect of a mine open- ·~ 
i~g upon the surrounding rock generally resolves into 
two phases: (1) effect of the mine opening on roof 
behavior, and · (2) . effect on pillar stresses. 
~ ~ 9_! ~Centrifuge ·~ Determining Roof Span 
Behavior 
The principles of centrifugal model testing 
have already been mentione~ in the literature review 
in the previous _se~_tion. However, an attempt to 
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summarize the test procedure and the equipment utilized 
is pr~sented briefly, hereaftero 
The description of equipment included here is based 
. thf' . 
on that · available at the U. s. Bureau of Mines andAre-
cen~ly assembled at Department of Mining Engineering of 
Missouri School of Mine·a: and Metallurgyo 
Specimens for this test are cut from rocks in 
place. These specimens may represent a section of 
tunnel roof or a complete set of mine openings. Cen-
trifugal forces are applied to these specimens by means 
of the centrifuge to simulate underground loadings. 
Destructive and non-destructive tests are based 
on the same principle ' but differ slightly in teat pro-
cedure in that the .former does not include any means 
of strain measurement. 
Centrifugal model test equipment. The centri-
fugal testing machine is composed of a rotor, model 
holder, counterweight, driving motor, and housing tank. 
The rotor ·consists of a box-like structure which 
is mounted on a vertical shaft. The effective radius 
of' rotation of the model holder he.a no , fixed limits·, 
and varies according to the requirements of the parti-
cu1ar investigator. An opening through the rotor permits 
observation of the model. Since.the maximum usab1e 
radius'of rotation is tixed ·when the machine is built, 
the scale ratio·iiJ·~·varied by controlling the speed o-r 
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rotation. 
The purpose of t~e model holder is to hold the 
model in the rotor while approximating the_ constraints 
placed on ~he prototype in nature. The holder is a 
rect~gular frame, whose size may be ·varied to fit dif-
ferent models, within the limitations of. available rotor 
space. 
The counterweight may consist of a variable 
number of interchangeable metal plates of different 
weights, placed on the opposite side of the rotor to 
the. model to provide a ·dyna.mic balance. 
AD. C. motor is normally used a.a the driving 
motor, since a D. c. motor can be uniformly controlled 
over a large range in speed. A resistance box or some 
type of electronic control is used to vary the rotat~ 
ing speed. 
A steel tank surrounds the rotor and carries the 
bearing housi~gs within which the rotor turns. Plate-
glass observer ports are necessary to permit visual 
access to the tank. In order to minimize the driving 
power required, the centrifuge is operated in a vacuum. 
Accessory equipment to the centrifuge consists 
of a vao.uum pump, balance, tachometer, s 'troboscope, and 
strain indicator. 
A. vacuum pump is utilized .to minimize the rotor 
driving ·power by eliminating some of the air resistance 
to the rotating members. 
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A balance with lever arms equal to those of·the 
rotor is useful for obtaining an approximate dyn~ic _ 
balance ot the counterweight to the model, before they. 
are placed within the tanko 
A tachometer is necessary to determine the speed 
of the rotation of the shaft, since centrifugal forces 
are proportional to radial velocity squaredo 
A stroboscopic light, triggered by a contact on 
the upper end of. the shaft~~ placed so .that it illum-
inates the ·model once per revolution, _permits the oper-
. . . 
ator to view or photograpp. the mo·del~ 
If strains in the model are to be measured, a 
strain indica·tor should ·be connected directly._ Because 
of the rotatfon, a set of slip rings must be installed 
to· connect the gag~s and ~he ·strain indicator. (25) o. 
Centrifugal model test procedureo As the first 
step of · the test, specimens must be prepared. There are 
many possible kinds of specimens, such as rock beams, 
· of various len:gth and thicknesso Since the _dimensions 
. . 
of this kind of specimen are.greater than the common 
specimen used in the physi~al property tests mentioned 
previously, a large rock saw is necessary. 
The unit-weight of the rock material.being utili-
. . . 
zed· should be determined at this point. In a non-destruc-
. . . . . . 
tive test, Eltrain gages should ·be cemented·to the specimens 
at the points where large ·strains are expected. The 
model should be mounted in a holder with the prop~r 
clamping forces to simulate the constraints applied to 
the prototype underground. 
The counterweight assembly is adjusted in the 
balance · to obtain a static moment equal .to that of the 
holder with specimen. This is usually sufficiently ac-
curate to pr~vide a dynamic balance over the te·st speed 
range. Model and counterweight are placed at opp-osite 
ends ?f the centrifuge rotor. The vacuum pump is 
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started to evacuate the air after the housing tank has 
been sealed. When the · vacuum reaches the required min-
imum, the drive motor -is started to rotate the centrifuge, 
and bring it up to speed slowly to avotd acceleration 
forces due to changes in speed. The oper~tor may o_b-
serve the image of the rotating model by means of the 
stroboscopic light and the plate glass view ports until 
failure of the model occurs. The speed and correspond-
ing strains are recorded if the non-destructive method 
is employed. (25). 
The model ratio (ratio of prototype dimension to 
. model dimension) can be calculated from the speed a.t 
failure of specimen, obtained through experiments. The 
model ratio times the dimensions of model determines the 
dimensions of a prototype-~thickness and length, which 
would fail under its own weight underground. A curve 
of prototype beams, whose thickness versus length is 
just sufficient to stand under their own weights, can 
be ·constructed f'rom the results ' of a number of' model 
tests with various .thickness to length ratios. From 
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this curve, knowing either the required thickness or 
length, the remaining dimension may be found. (25) (2). 
The outer fiber stress at the sup~orts (pillar in 
prototype) for a rectangular, restrained, beam loaded 
by.r·~v~'tj:l./ is theoretically (25, Po ,7 ) 
Where W ~ weight per unit volume 
.tmax • thickness of beam at failure 
Lmax m span of beam at :failure 
If equidimensional pillars are left in the mining 
process, the rock beam model most accur~tely depicts the 
bending effects between corners of diagonally opposite 
pillars, and therefore, the span of the opening at fail-
ure is equal to Lmax/ [20 Since the bending stress is 
proportional to L2, the inclusion of a factor of Safety, 
F, and the reduction in span to account :for the diagonal 
measurement~ results in the following expression for 
safe span. 
Ls • J 
2
~ . I.max 
Similarly, a safe thickness may be chosen, when 
L8 is O!m§int@qut:\l.:.::t'o ~from tl_le expression 
Where t 6 is the s~e thickness 
There is no data.available for the selection of 
a factor of sa:f_ety. for mine roof. Howeve:z;-, in view of 
the fact that· most mines are not _d~signed as perman~nt 
structures, a factor of safety.of from 2 to 4 should be 
adequateo 
~ Determination of PilJ.ar .Str.esses. ~ Pillar Sizes 
Preliminary pillar size.can best be dete~ined 
by theoretical· calculation. Confirmation- -by. mcule~~!-
temts may prove .practical in the future, although~ 
centrifugal model. test:·"J attempts to date have not been 
successfulo 
There are three possible approaches to the pro-
blem of.-multiple pillar size ·determination, as~:wning that 
pillar spacing has.been determined previously (1) aver-
age pillar stress method, (2) theoretical maximum pil-
lar stress method, and (3) a method based on the 
assumption that all underground· openin~s act as ellipses 
r_egardless of' their shapeo 
The average pillar stress method may be applied 
in those cases where the width ot·opening to pillar 
ratio is large (high percent recovery) ~r where the 
material surrounding aµ opening is f'ra.c_t-µred or de-
. . 
f<:>rms plastical~y_, preventing the clevelopment o·:f. large 
local stress concentrations. 
The theoretical maximum pillar stress is pro-
bably·_ never achieved in nature.- However, some materials 
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exist in nature, close to the ideal homogeneous, elastic 
mass required for the application o:f this method. The 
resulting stress concentration factors serve as an upper 
·limit of the _possible stress factor span. _ 
A discussion of the effect of arcr:ing upon the 
shape of a mine opening has been previously presented 
in Chapter II. Of particular interest is the concept 
that all undergr01.Ln.d openings tend to act as ellipses, 
whose height-to-width ratio depends upon the initial 
earth stresses. This method can only be applied in 
cases where sufficient fracturing and plasticity exists 
to permit the effective shape of the opening to change. 
Average pillar stress. A simple equation for 
the stress in multiple pillars suggested by Duvall (9) 
can be applied if the long dimension of the opening is 
greater (more than 4 times) than the dimension of the 
cross section of the mine opening. This is: 
uav = llY 
Where ga"v == average stress developed in a 
pillar 
tr; = initial vertical stress 
Lo ::s width of opening (span) 
LP :s width of pillar (pillar size) 
·As applied to equidtmensional room and pillar 
mining operation, the thickness tis equal to the sum 
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of the width of' an opening and width of a pillar, (Lo + 
Lp)• The above equation can be rewritten as follows: 
Where Uav 
(Lo + Lp) 2 
L····2 p 
av. stress on one pillar 
After the factor of safety has been considered, 
the equation may be rewritten as ~ollows: 
(Lo + Lp) 2 
L 2 . p 
Where ~lt = ultimate compressive strength 
F s factor of safety 
Theoretical maximum pillar stress. The theore-
tical maximum pillar stress can be determined from the 
curves in Figure 8 , for a limited number o:f opening 
shapes in an unidirectional stress field. To permit 
analysis of a large nmnber of opening shapes, it has 
been assumed that the peak stress within a pillar is 
approximately equal to the average stress when the ratio 
of opening width to pillar width is greater than 5, and 
that the stress concentration factor varies parabolically 
with a change in opening-to-pillar-width ratio. Thes·e 
assumptions result in the equation 
B 
'Which may be applied in the case of openings whose lengths 
are much greater than their cross-sections. 
And from Figure i 
K ::x 6-~ 
25 
Where Bis the multiple opening stress con-
centration factor 
Or 
r:J.. is the single opening stress concen-
tration f'actor 
. 2 
B = o( + 6-Q( [Lo_-J 
a~~ 
Thus it follows that 
= 6y B :{ly (o(+ 6-?( J: - 25 
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Where Fi is the safety factor used to determine 
allowable maximum stress. 
The safety factor (F1 ) may be lower than that 
utilized with the average pillar stress determination 
since there is much less likelihood that the maximum 
predicted stresses will be exceeded. 
Pillar stress using the equivalent ellipse. Accord-
ing to the hypothesis of arching, all openings act as 
ellipses in respect to the stresses developed within their 
zones of influence. The ratio of the vertical to the hor-
izontal axis of the equivalent ellipse is assumed equal to 
the ratio of vertical to horizontal cross fields. The 
dimensions of the ellipse should be determined so that 
it is c.ir~umscribed around the original opening. 
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The eq_uations develope·d above for openings of' any 
shape may be used to determine the stresses about the 
equivalent ellipse. (12) (32)o 
Application of Data Obtained to the Design 
Of a·Mine Opening 
The procedure outlined in the preceding sec-
tions may be summarized as follows: 
(l) A preliminary estimation of the pre-existing 
stress ~ield may normally be made by classifying the 
situation as a case ·of no iateral restraint, lateral 
restraint, or hydrostatic pressure according to depth 
and .geologic features. Two physical properties of. the 
mine rock and over~urden are necessary for the estimation, 
Poisson's ratio of the mine rock and the specific gra-
vity of· the overburden. 
(2) Pertinent physical properties of the rock in 
place can be· approximated by tests on sections of dia-
mond drill-cores. 
(3) The maximum roof span·may be approximated 
by testing a suitable beam model · in a centrifuge. The 
product of the effective s~pport dista.:p.ce of the mo·del 
beam, the scale factor obtained from centrifugal test-
~ng data and a _f~ctor of safety should provide a safe 
roof span. The factor of safety should vary accord-
ing to the knowledge available concerning faulting, 
variation in be·dding, etco 
(4)The !determination of pillar stresses as well 
as pillar .sizes can be obtained through theoretical cal" 
culation. Three methods have been outlined, ave.rage 
pillar stress, peak pillar stress and the · equivalent 
ellipse _method. ·The only method which can be applied 
to equi-dimensional pillar calculations,at the present 
tim~ is the average stress method, since stress concen-
tration factors for this ty~e of pillar are not pre~ent-
ly available. All three methods presented may be appli..,.<. 
ed to openings whose length is several times greater 
than their cross-section, the choice o:f method being de-
termined by the nature· of the rock, i.e., fractures, 
plasticity,etc. Correct procedure would include a pillar 
calculation by each of the applicable methods, and then ~ 
weighing of the results, according to the specific phy-
sical properties of the ~eolo~ic material involved. 
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DESIGN OF ROOM AND 'PILLAR SPACING FOR A SPECIFIC GYPSUM MINE 
The following example has been selected to illus-
trate the salient points in the standardized procedure 
for design of a room-and-pillar mine plan. This particu-
lar mine was placed in production in the latter part 
of 1959, utilizing a room-and-pillar mining method. 
Geologic Field Data 
The gypsum rocks which have been used as testing 
materials in this work were taken from the Shoals mine 
of the U. s. Gypsum Company. The location of this mine 
is at Section 26, Township 3N, Range 3W, Martin County, 
Indiana. 
The gypsum occurs as bedded deposit. It is within 
the St. Louis limestone series of the Ivleramecian forma-
tion, Mississippian Period. The average thickness of 
the gypsum bed is less than 20 ft. The overlying materials 
are interbeds of limestone and sandstone. The depths of 
the overlying materials, namely, the distance from the 
topographic surface to the top of the gypsum bed vary 
from place to place due to the uneven topographic fea-
tures. However, an average.thickness of the overb~- · 
den approximately of 400 feet is anticipated for the 
first twenty years of operation. 
The upper part of the gypsum bed is composed of 
fine grained, hard and compacted, brownish mudstone; a 
couple of feet in thickness. Next below the mudstone, 
there lies a mixture of mudstone and gypsl.llll that is 
approximately 50 percent gypsum. In the middle part 
of the gyp~um bed, snow white, clear crystalline gypsum 
of nearly 90 percent purity occurs. In the lower part 
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of the bed, · there again occurs ~ mix-ture of muds tone · and 
gypsum. Mudstone occurs as lenses, as spots and as irre-
gular shapes, intermingled with gypsum. 
Small f'.issu:res and fractures occur within these 
gypsum rocks. The contacts between mudstone and gypsum 
. are particularly weak, althQl&hno obvious sheared zone 
could be seen from these rock samples. 
Approximately 350 specimens were prepared for 
the different tests from 13 blocks of gypsum from one 
vertical column of the mine. Tests includ·ed the deter-
minations of ·compressive strength, tensile strength, 
Poisson's Ratio, modulus of elasticity in compression, 
oementation tests and centrifugal model testings. 
Estimation of the Pre-existing Stress Field 
The initial stresses in the upper surface of the 
earth's crust, as mentioned in .the previous sections 
were induced from various sources. Most of these 
stresses exist in the form of residual stress on a 
local or regional scale. In a particular vicinity, the 
stress field may vary due to uneven distribution of the 
weight of the overburden, discont~nu,ities, topographic 
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dif'f'erences, the thermal gradient and nearby geotecto·nics. 
From the geologic field data obtained, the aver-
age thickness of the overlying material over the gypsum 
bed is app~oximately 400 ·feet, of' which, 90 feet is shale, 
and the rest consists of interbedded limestone, mudstone, 
and sandstone.· 
The data available also indicates .that there a~e 
no obvious structural discontinuities in the area of 
the mine openings. From the depth of the overhl.rden, 
it can be assumed that the initial stresses of this area 
may be considered to :fit ·the laterally restrained case. 
Based on the above considerations, the vertical 
stresses may be approximated from the weight and the 
density of the overburden theoretically as follows: 
-di Ww 
Where d = the depth of the overburden (= the density of the overburden 
Ww = the unit weight of water 
The average density of shale may be assumed as 
2.7. And, the average density of the limestone, sand-· 
stone and mudstone interbed may be assumed as 2.4o 
The vertical initial stresses can then be cal-
culated as follows: 
Where ( 1 = density of shale= 2.7 
f 2 = density of limestone, sandstone, and mud-
stone interbeds = 2o4 
WW= unit weight of water (Oo036l lb./ino) 
d1 = depth of shale = 90 :fto. 
d 2 = depth of the limestone, sandstone, and 
mudstone int~rbeds = 310 fto 
Therefore: 
fy= 90 X 2o7 X 12 X 0.0361 
+ 310 x 2~4 x 12 x 000361 
= 106 + 323 
= 429 !)oSoio 
If laterally restrai~t occurs, horizontal st+essea 
should be considered, which may b~ approximated as follows: 
Where .fa is Poisson's rtatio, which is O. 2 in this 
case (obtained from physical property tests) (~a~e 4.20) 
(42) = 107 PoSoio 
.. Due :to the fact that geologic features are o:ften 
heterogeneous, and some forces may present o:f unc~rtain 
origin, a deviation as great as 50 percent in the values 
presented above must be.given consideration. 
Results of Physical Property Tests 
The physical property tests on gypsum rock 
specimens from Shoal mine, Indiana consisted of tests 
for compressive ,strength, tensile strength, Poisson's 
ratio,lllOdulus of rupture and the calculation of the 
modulus of elasticityo 
Preparation of Specimens 
·Thirteen it-ft. cubes which were numbered from 
top to. bottom of a gypsum bed in the above mentioned 
mine were . obtained for these tests. 
Cubes Noo 1 to No. 5 were · mos~ly medium grained, 
well crY.stallized gypsum. Cubes No. 5 to No. 12 were 
generaliy composed of mudstone lenses in a heterogeneous 
mixture primarily composed of gypsumo .Some of these 
cubes contained as much as 50 percent mudstone. Noo 13 
was mainly composed o:f a very :fine grained shaley lime-
stone. 
All specimens were P.repared :from the afore men-
tioned cubes by cutting cores o:f 1.25-inch diameter 
with a laboratory diamond drill~bit mounted in a drill-
ing machine. Cores were taken in three mutually per-
pend1cular directions from the cubes of gypsum. Cores 
w~ich were cut parallel to the x-axis and Z-axis, in 
other words the direction of the horizontal bedding, 
were called· horizontal cores (H)o Cores which were 
taken parallel to the Y-axis,. that fs perpendicular to 
the bedding, were called vertical cores (V)o (See Fig.11) ·. 
Seven 1-foot vertical cores were taken.from 
each cube of gypsum. Commonly, fifteen shorter horizontal 
y 
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FIG. ·11. Prepar~tion of. Specimens for 
Physical Property Testa • 
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Figo 14 Centrifuge (small scale)• 
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cores were taken from one half of the same cube, the 
other half being reserved for model tests. 
The recovery of core was low in the middle part 
of the gyp~um bed, because of weakness due to mudstone 
lenses, and fracture planes within the gypsum. 
The long cores were then cut into many shorter 
cores to fit the requirements of the different physi-
cal property· tests. 
The specimens were then numbered using India 
ink. The length and diameter of all specimens were 
measured for tests by using 2-to-3 inch, and a · 1-to- 2 
inch.micrometer, accurately to one thousandth of an 
inch. 
-The specimens were placed on the floor for two 
days in a well ventilated condition; after which they _ 
were tested for the particular property for which they 
were prepared. 
All specimens used in these physical property 
teats were cylindrical. The typical dimensions of the 
specimens for compressive tests, tensile tests, Poisson's 
ratio and the modulus of rupture tests are as follows: 
Compressive strength tests (length--1.25-inches _, 
diameter--1.25-inches) 
Tensile strength tests (length--1.25-inches, dia-
mete~--lo25-inches) 
Poisson's ratio tests (length--2.24-inches, 
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diameter--1.25-inches) 
Modulus of rupture (length--6-inchea, diameter--
1. 25-inches). 
Compressive Strength Tests 
Cores ~rom both the horizontal (H) and vertical 
(V) direction were teated to determine any an-iaotro~ 
pism of compressive strength. 
In the compressive teat, loads were applied 
parallel to the bedding .in the horizontal core (H), 
and perpe.ndicular to the bedding in the vertical core 
(v)·. 
The specimen was placed between the compres-
sion platens of a 60,000 pounds Riehle Universal Test-
ing Machine · (screw power type) for each test. The 
suggested rate of loading of 100 lb/psi per minute 
could not be achieved with this equipment. Therefore, 
it was necessary to halt five seconds between each unit 
interval of 300 or 500 lb. to ap_proximate the desired 
loading rate. 
Interpretation of comgressive strength test data. 
1. When the percentage of' gypsum was high there 
was no clearly pronounced difference between.stresses 
and their corresponding strains occllt"r.ing~ as a result 
of compressive loads applied to horizontal cores ·and 
those occurring in the case of vertical cores. This 
'• 
was moat likely due to the fact that bedding planes 
T'able IV 
Ultimate Compressive . strength of Gypsum.Rock, 
Shoal Mine, Indiana 
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Horizontal Cores Vertical Cores 
Block Ave.Ult. Stand. Percent Ave.Ult. Stand. Percent 
No. Comp.Str. Dev. stand. Comp.Str. Dev. Stand. 
~Esil . Deviation !Esil. dev. 
l 2247 · 133 . . 5.9 2582 325 l.2.6 
2 3138 644 20.5 2520 271 10.s 
3 2175 190 8.7 1983 97 4.9 
4 3261 428 13.1 
6 2510 209 8.3 2617 811 30.9 
7 3176 406 12.8 3346 174 5.2 
8 3324 482 14.5 2741 414 15.1. 
9 2620 241 9.2 2398 640 .26.7 
11 3166 264 8.3 3614 147 4ol 
12 2826 654 23.0 
(E~ch value contains an average of 
ten specimens) 
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within the gypsum were not distinct. Since the gypsum 
is quite massive, the physical properties tend to be me-
chanically isotropic. 
2 •. When the rock mass was heterogeneous, namely 
where there were muddy, shaley materials inside the 
fissures of' ·gypsum, the irregular mixture of gypsum e.nd 
:m.udstdne gave quite erratic elastic characteristics as 
shown by the stress-strain diagrams. It ma.y be " ooncluded 
from the data that the compressive strength of this 
type of rock i .s comparatively low. The occurrence . of 
failure at rather low stresses in the fissured, cracked 
or otherwise weakened specimens ,w.asJ not uncommon. 
3. There were no sounds emi tte·d during the f'ai-
1ures of the specimens, except . in group No. 13 which 
was composed mainly of fine grained limestone. In 
specimens of group No. 13, there was an explosive burst 
at the failure of each specimen. 
4. The failure usually occurred on a surface in-
clined to the direction of loading. Nearly half of the 
failure surfaces made an angle of 650 (25° with the prin- · 
cipal stress plane) or greater with the horizontal, and 
the remaining failure surfaces made an angle with the 
horizontal slightly _smaller than 65° (from 65° to 50°). 
Only a small portion of all the· specimens tested show 
a fractured pattern of many cracks parallel to the dir~ 
ection of loading. These par_allel cracks may have been 
due to uneven loading. The inclined fracture pattern 
indicates that failures where due to. a critical combin-
ation of ~hearing and normal stresses (such as may be 
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predicted by use of Mohr's envelope.) (See Figure 15-b)o 
5o The average ultimate comprea·sive stress o:f. 
the tested specimens obtained from the experiments: wa~ 
2725 PSI in the vertical·coreso 
Tens:ile Strength Tests 
~ensile te~ts were performed ~sing .the i~direct 
tensile ··strength method which· has been described in the 
previous sectipno . 
In tnese teats, the specimen was placed in the 
testing·machine i~ $UCh a manr;i.er that.the direction of 
~oad wa~ perpendicular ·to the .axis of .the cylindero 
. Compressive load was ·applied, a~d tensiie stresses 
w~re indu·ced •. The test machine was the same as that· 
one used _:for. the compressive· strength test. The rate 
of ·1oad was 100 lb./in. 2 per ~econd until failure.occur-· 
red. The ~ive seconds halt was also adapted to reduce 
the loading rateo No .. ~train measurements were per-
formed in these testso 
Interpretation .Q! tensile strength test data 
lo The. average ultimate tensile s·tress was 39905 
PSI. (the a~erage ultimate compressive streas·waa·2a~9 
PSI)o. The ratio of the compressive stress to the tensile 
stress was ·7.05: loOOo This value shows· that the ten-
sile strength of ··this rock .is relatively higher in com-
paris.on .i;o the compression streng.th than other rocks 
(a) . ,'fypicS:l' ,tensi(,n crack, 
under .·Unifo'rm. Uni axial · 
load irig . c0ndi. t i _on • .. 
(b) Tensioh c~acks ~hich : afe due to 
uneven contact unia.:xial loads. 
Patterns 
Fig.15a. . ·Iridire ct 
l 
(a) Typical compressio~n . 
crack ' .  un~er iiniform . 
uniaxial >loading 
condi tlon • 
(b) .Compre'ssion crack 
un,je~ untform' 
unia.xial load:-';). 
Fig.15b Patterns 'of f.ractures · ·1n the · 
Compressive Strength Tes ts . • 





where the ratio lies between 10:l .and 40 :lo· 
2~ Almost all specimens were broken sile"ntly ex-
cept those specimens from cube No. 130 
3. More than 95 percent of the specimens:showai 
a vertical tensile crack after failure. This crack 
· sharply divided the specimen cylinder int.o two ap:pro-
ximateiy equal parts, parallel to. the· direction of 
load~ 
4o Other patterns of fracture also existed. 
Specimens No.o 4H-4, 6H-:-7 It, 13H-9 developed horizontal 
fractures which were perpend.icular to the. normal · tensile 
crac~o Another :fracture pattern was shown by specimens 
No. lH-2·, lH-4, and l3H-13, in which . :planes -developed 
ael?arating the cylinde·r into two or _more smaller cylin-
ders. The causes of these latter kinds of fracture 
patterns may be explained by one or mo·re than one of the 
following assumptions: They are due to (a) uneven-ioad-
ing; (b) pre-existi~g planes of weakness; or (c) bond-
ing along· bedding planes ~s weaker than the basi·c rock 
tensile strengtho (See Figure 15-a)o 
. . 
5. The contact o_f the loading platens of the 
test machine· ·and the specimens was always spread over 
a "Small area rather than a line contact. This is due 
to the soft nature. of the gypsum which permits local de-
formations and causes some e~ror in the determination 
of the true -tensile streng_th. Since this error is ~p-
proxima tely. the same in all specimens, ,it has little 
effect o~ comparison of tensile strength of rockso 
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Table V 
UJ. timate Tensile Strength of Gypsum Rock, 
Shoal Mine, Indiana 
Horizontai·cores Vertical Cores 
Block-~ Ave.Ult. Stand. Percent Ave.Utl. Stand. Percent 
. No. Tens.Str • Dev. Stand. Tens.Str. Dev. Stand •. 
. (12si) Dev. . {:2siJ :tiev • 
1 491 158 32o2 367 82 22o4 
2 449 99 22.1 448 38 8.6 
3 335 ll 3.3 278 70 25.3 
5 271 40 14o5 365 38 1006 
6 346 60 17.5 393 69 i7o5 
7 348 50 14.5 343 84 24o5 
8 · 325 85 26.2 342 27 7.8 
9 303 64 21.1 319 84 26 .. 4 
11 412 56 13.7 358 40 11.2 
13 1384 128 9o2 298 74 . 24·.9 
(Each value contains an average o:f 
ten specimens) 
(See· also Fi~es 27 and 32) 
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Modulus of Elasticity 
In this work, the modulus of elasticity of gypsum 
was determined from data obtained from the ultimate com-
pressive strength tests, and should, therefore, more 
properly be called the compressive modulus of elasticity. 
The compressive strains of the gypsum specimens 
were. determined by measuring t_he movement of the load-
ing platen of the teat machine at intervals of load by 
means of a dial gage. The strain of the · specimen was· 
determined as follows: 
Where Lis the ·original length of the rock 
specimen 
R1 is the dial reading af.ter load P has 
been applied 
R~ is the original reading of the dial 
before load P has been applied 
Curves of stresses versus the corresponding 
strains showing the characteristic straignt line of 
the compressive modulus of elasticity have been plot-
ted using data obtained from these tests. The modulus 
of elasticity of gypsum was obtained by the·tangent 
method described p~eviously. Table VI summerizing the 
modulus data follows. 
Interpretation .Q! modulus ,2! elasticity data. 
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Table VI 
Compressive Modulus o:f Elast"icity of Gypsum ·Rock, 
Shoal Mine, Indiana 
Horizontal Cores Vertical Corea 
Block ·Mod.of Stand. Percent Moa..of' Elas. Stand. Percent 
No. Elas.106 f~vi Stand. 106 (ave •. ) Dev~6. Stan.d. 
· ~aver.} Dev. . 10 Dev • 
1 028 
2 .68 .52 77 056 .06 11 
3 .24 .08 34. .33 .11 33 
4 . 099 .16 16 
"6 
.85 .17 20 .67 .21 32 
7 1.06 024 23 .97 .25 26 
8 .• 96 .16 16 076 .12 15o2 
9 .21 .07 36 
11 1.11 005 4.3 1.24 .17 14 
12 o-37 . .19 53 
lo The values of modulus of elasticity ob-tained 
. . 6 
from these experiments varied .from Oo21 x 10 ·to lo24 x 
106~K.The. data indicated that this· elastic property_ .of 
the gypsum rock varied from point-to point within the 
bed. This may have been due · to the· fact that the gyp-
sum content differed everywhere within the bed. :The 
average yalue of the modulus of elasticity· (both from. 
·vertical and from horizontal co~es) was 00703 x 1061~z. 
2o The specimens which developed a higher ulti-
mate compressive strength possessed a longer and mor~ 
ideal, ·elastic range than those in which :failures occur-
red at relatively lowe~ stresses. The values of the mod-
ulus of elasticity obtained f~om the former groups of 
specimens are higher th.an those from .the·. latter caseo 
3o In many cases, the stres~-strain curves did 
not show a straight line portion which should be charac-
teristics of a material within the elastic limito 
:Poisson's ratio 
Poisson's ratio of each gypsum specimen was det-
ermined by the·employrnent o~ four resistance type strain 
gages (S~-4, A~3D strain gage, Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton. 
Corporation)".which were attached at the· surface of the 
specimen, in such a manner that two were parallel to 
the specimen ~xis of symmetry; the other two were perpen-
dicular ·to the axiso SR-4 s~rain gage cement was used 
to attach these gages to ~he specimen. The gages were 
connected to a strain gage bridge to measur~ the long~ 
itudinal.and lateral· strain of the specimen under 
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compressive load. 
Interpretation . .Q.! Poisson's ratio data. 
1. From the average test data, a Poisson's ratio 
for this pal"tioular gypsum rock is 0.2 which is slightly 
lower than the common value (0.25). 
2. During the early period .of loading, strains 
were irregular. 
3. Above 2000 PSI, Poisson's ratio appears to 
increase raptdlyo ~his. is due to_ spalling of roe~ unde~ 
the lateral gages, increasing the apparent·lateral de-
formationo (See Figure ·26). 
Modulus .2£. Rupture 
The procedure for modulus of rupture teats follow-
ed the standardized method proposed by the u. s. Bureau 
of Mineso 
The length of the cylindrical specimen obtained 
from drill core was 6 inches, and the separation between 
the centers of the knife edge supports was 5 inches (as __ 
shown in Fig4.i@,b.} The machine used was: the same univer-
sal testing machine· as used in compressive testca 0 The 
·specimens were 1oaded at the rate of 100 pounds per 
minuteo 
The modulus of rupture was calcul,ated by the use· 
o~ the following equation: 
R 
.Where R =.modulus of rupture 
W = applied load 
L - . span between centers of knife ~dg.es 
D = diam~ter of ,specimen 
Interpretation 2.f modulus £1. rupture data 
lo An average value of 1199064 .PSI for the 
modulus o:f rupture of' this particular gypsum ~.ock was 
obtained on the basis o:f 25 specimens. Ma.grtitude ot 
percentage o~ standard deviation is 22 percent. 
2·o Those existing specimens which had vis.ible 
weaknesses developed slightly lower than average valuead 
of' modulus of ruptureo 
Results of Centrifugal Model Tests 
More than twenty ·rock beams were.taken from the 
upper and the middle parts of the gypsum bed for the des-
tructive centrifugal tests. The work was performed using 
the centrifuge of the Department of Mining Engineering 
at-Missouri School of Mines an<l: Metallurgyo 
Equipment for the Tests 
The equipment used for the centr.ifugal tests con-
sisted of a centrifuge and -its accessories. The centrifuge 
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was made up· .. ;of .a housing tank, a r9tor, mo'tie:1 holder 
and co"Un:terweight, a D. c.· motor, stroboscopfc light and 
its connection. The accessories included a balance and 
a vacuum pump. (See Figures 16_ and 17). 
· The housing tank was made of steel. The :diameter 
. . 
of the tank was 90 inches. Two observation ports were 
on op~osite sides o~ the tank. An opening in the cove~ 
of the tank permitted a perso:n to-enter the. tank.(See Fig.21). 
The rotor was a rectangular box-like structure 
made o:f·alluminum-alloy plate. The height of the rotor 
was 33 inches and its .length was ··86 inches. The over-: · 
all length of the vertical sha._1't was 74!·inches. The 
diameter of the shaft at its largest section was 4 inches. 
The shaft bearing:,were bolted to the structural steel 
channels at the top and bot_tom of the tank. (See Fig. 22). 
The model holder and counterwe·ight were made of 
steel. · ·The· support distance o:f the mode·l holder was 
fixed. 
A 10 h.p. D.C. motor with a maximum speed of 
1750 R.P.M. was installed outside the housing tank. 
The stroboscopic light was triggered by a con-
tact on the uppermost end of the shaft. A pair of 
mirrors were.set up to permit viewing the image o:f 
the specimen inside the rotor. 
A one h.p. vacuum pump with an,adjustable out-
let valve was connected directly to the housing tank. 
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Procedure of~ Test 
The apparatus :for measuring strain was not install-
ed at the time these tests were performed, therefore, 
all experiments were des:{uctive te~ts. The procedure 
of these tests consistedAthe following steps: (l) Pre-
paration of specimens--the gypsum- rocks wer·e cut into 
rectangular beams 12 inches in length, 2 inches in width 
approximately; their thickness was varied with different 
tests. (2) Mounting model--Both ends of the specimen 
beam were clamped by screws in the model · holder. The. 
model holder with specimen was weighed and recordedo 
(3) Assembling counterweight--Metal plates were added 
to the counterweight until the weight was the same as 
the weight of model holder and specimen. (4) The loaded 
specimen holder and counterweight were placed separately 
in the two ends o:f the rotor o:f the c.en tri:fuge. ( 5) The 
entrance of the housing tank was sealed tight to prevent 
air leaks. (6) The vacuum pump was turned .on to evacuate 
the air inside the tank. (7) The stroboscopic light ·was 
turned on. (8) The D.C. motor was started and the rotor 
slowly brought up to speed. (9) The performance was 
observed through the glass window o:f the housing tank 
by means. of a pair o:f d·eflected mirrorso (10) The first 
occurrence of a crack was observed and the speed at that_ 
. ' ! 
point recorded. (11) The rotation of the centrifuge 
was continued until the specimen had completely failed, 
and the speed at that point was recorded. (12) The vacuum 
pump was turned off and air was admitted to aid the elec-
tronic braking system in bringing the rotor to a sto~. 
(13) The broken specimen was removed from the centrifuge, 
and the crack pattern and the specific gravity of the 
specimen were recorded. 
Interpretation of~ Teats Data 
Data obtained from these tests and their inter-
_pretation are presented in the following pageeo 
The speed of rotation at failure ranged from 250 
R.P.M. to 560 R.P.M. for gypsum beams approximately one 
inch- in thickness. The average speed obtained from 
seven tests was 432 R.P.M. 
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The speed of rotation of the centrifuge in R.P.M .• 
at the point of failure was linearly proportional to the 
thiclqless of the specimen beams, since the effective 
length of the beams had already been fixed at a specific 
value (8.02 inches). Name1y, the thicker the beam, the 
higher the R.P.M. obtained at failure. 
The R.P.M. at the occurrence of first fracture 
shows no relation to the thickness of the beam. For ex-
ample the first fracture occurred at 480 R.P.M. (complete 
failure at 510 R.P.M.) in gypsum beam No. 1 which had 
an average thickness of 0.99 inches, and the first frac-
ture occurred at 390 R.P.M. (complete failure at 630 R. _ 
P.M.) in gypsum beam No. 8 which had an average thick-
ness o:f l.5lo 
The differences in R.f.M. between first fracture 
and final failure varied from beam to beam. 
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Fig. 22 Simplified Sketch of The Construction 
or the Rotor of the Centrifuge at 
Missouri School· of M:lnes and Me'tallurgy • 
stages . were observed during loading in the c~ntrifuge: 
(a) beruµ in uncrack;ed condi tion--at this stage,. there 
. 4.29 . 
was no signif'icant l~ading effect; (b) before and after 
the occurrence of the first :fracture--at this stage_, 
there was no apparent def'lection to b.e seen before the 
occurrence o:f the first crack. After the. appearance 
of' the first crack, a slight deflection could be seen 
a~ t~~ spee~ increased. Other· cracks. som~times formed 
at the erid of this stage. The origin of the cracks 
was often uncertain. Individual cracks may ha~e been 
caused by tensile or shearing stresses, or a combin~ 
ation of those stresseso When the first crack occur-
red toward one side of the ·bean, cantilever act"ion 
resulted in complete b~am failure. If the first. crack 
occurred at the mid~le of the beam, local crushing occur-
. . 
red. (c) The final f~ilure--This stage was a continua-
tion of the second stage in. practically all of the 
gypsu.in beams. No. 5-3 gypsum beam was an exception, 
where the whole beam was broken suddenly along several 
planes, resulting in complete failure without a second. 
stage. . (See Figures 18, 19. and 24). 
The dimensions o:f. the model beams used in these 
tests are given in Table VII. The model scale _factor, 
equal to the number· o:f "g·•-s". developed at :failure, wag 
. .. . . 
.. calculated ·:from the equation on page ·20 24 :for each o:f 
the specimens. The prototype dimensi~ns were theri.det-
erminedo Prototrpe dimensions fro~ each beam test were 
plotted on .. log-log paper to· obta~in a length versus 
thickness relationship o:f. the beams at failure, as·. 
shown in Figure 230 
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Table VII 
Centrifugal Tests of Gypsum Beams 
R.P.M. Effective Scale Av.Model. ~ototype 
Radius Factor Dimensions Dimensions 
Model (inches) ~inchesl (feet) 
no. 
·Thick- Sup- Thick.;. S_upport . 
ness port ness Dis. 
Dis. 
2-1 \.Y 510 34 250.06 0.99 s.02 20.62 167.50 
2-3 635 34 388.00 l..17 a.02 . 37 .ao 25_9·.oo 
2-4 600 34 346.20 1.17 a.02 33.86 230.05 
2-5~ 525 34 265.7 1.20 a.02 26.57 177.57 
2-8 a,,· 
.630 34. 383.00 1.51 a.02 48.20 250.58 
5-3 560 34 302.31 1.013 8.02 25.52 202.04 
5-1 250 34 62.66 -1~080 8.02 5.64 41.87 
6-3 360 34 12·4.41 0.866 8.02 a.97 83.14 
6-2 400 34 154.24 0.900 8.02 11056 103.08 
5-2 ,J; . 450 34 195.00 1.02 8.02 16.60 1;0.55 
6-4 525 34 265.7 0.9 8.02 19.92 177.57 
Note: Unit weight o:f these blo.cks, W = 0.054 lb./in.3 
-~ 
First crack occurred at 480 R.P.M. 
~ First crack occurred at 350 R.P.M. 
i>' First crack occurred at 390 R.P.M. 
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Fig. %4. Typical Patterns of Failure ot 
Gypsum Beams. 
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Preliminary Room and Pillar Spacings 
~ Roof Span 
In general, the determination of-roof span depends 
mainly upon the thickness of the competent roof rock 
immediately above the mine opening, which. can either 
be the result of natural bedding or may be achieved 
iq-ti:fi_cially by roof hol ting. 
It was _assumed that a thickness of' compe~ent roof 
in the gypsum mine of 7o5 feet was the·maximum thickness 
which could be expected to be maintained over the entire 
mine. The qorresponding maximum length of the span of . 
the roof was then determined from the length-thickness 
curv~ (Figure 2.3 ) to be 70 feet. A factor of safety of' 
two was ·chosen for determination of' a safe roof' span. 
Such a small ·value was chosen :for two reasons: the use 
of' the diagonal distance between pillars as a design 
criteria, and the a~sump.tion of a thickness of compe-
tent bedding of only 7o5 feet are both conservative. 
The safe span was determin~d from the- maximum span _of 
70 :feet, by the relationship 
• 70 
~2x2 
s 35 ft. 
This value was checked by use of the theoretical 
beam equation as follows: 




• 67 ft. 
Where Ta, the modulus of rupture= 1199 psi 
"tmax, the thickness of roof beam= 7.5 ft. 
(" , the density of gypsum= 2.3x62.4 lb/ft.3 
The discrepency between the centrifugal test 
result_ and tha.t of the theoret:j.cal calculation serves 
as an indication o:f the necessity for the centrifugal 
test. The difference between the results is most 
likely due to the fact that weaknesses in relatively 
large rock beams tested in the centrifuge are more 
likely - to produce failure because pe~ bending stress-
es e~ist over a considerable part of the span of the · 
beam; whereas, the theoretioal results are based.on a 
modulus of rupture test which is relatively insensi-
tive to weakness within the rock specimen since the 
maximum bending stress decreases rapidly on either 
side of the central load. 
S~e Pillar Size 
The safe pillar siz.e may be determined, provi-
ded that the sa:fe roof span, the initial earth stress, 
and the ultimate compressive strength of the pillar 
rock have been determined. 
An ultimate compressive strength of the gypsum 
in the pillars o~ 2000 psi was conservatively chosen 
for design purposes because this is the lowest average 
value of a~rength of any of the gypsum blocks tested. -
In calculating the average pillar stress, a 
safety factor or 2.0 was chosen. This value is rela-
tively low compared to some other fields of structural 
design; however, it should not result in any unconaer-
vatiam since the effect of any fractures or faults in 
4.34 · 
pillars has o!).ly negligible effe·c·t on their ,strength. 
In add~tion, there is probably · ~n increase in. rela-
tive strength of large pillars, over test specimens 
·due to confinement toward the .cen~er of the pillar 
(l3)o 
.The average pillar stress may be determined 
from the following equation 
Where ~t.' the ultimate compres.sive stress = 
·2000 psi 
F, the factor of safety=2 
q'"y, the-initial earth stress= 429 psi (p. 4o4) 
L0 , the. safe span 35 ft. (p. 4. 32) 
LP' width of pillar 
The safe pillar width, based on the average piliar 
stress· was determined by solving the above equation for 
Lp 
(F G"y)i Lo 
a-;l tt ... (Fijy),"!" 
(2x429)i 
(2ooo)t -(2x429Jt 
(35) = 64 :ft. 
The example chosen has-resulted in a room-and-pillar mining 
method with roof span L8 of 35-feet, and pillar width of 64-feet, as 
shown in Figure 25. A 58 percent recovery would be realized initial-
ly .using these dimensions. 
Fig. 25 










A systematic approach to the design of underground 
mine openings lessens the possibility _of serio~s acci~ 
d~nts, while at the same time increasing productivityo 
An attempt was _made in this paper to set forth a stan-
dardized pro'cedure by which the .design o:f a room and ·pillar-
. , 
system of mining could be systematizedo 
There are three basic steps in the desig~ o:f a 
stable underground mine structur~: the estimation .of the 
pre--existing earth 1 ;-; stre_sses; the determination of' per-
. tinent 'phy~ical properties of mine rocks; and the deter-
mina_tion of the magnitude and distribution o:f ·the stresses 
which reaul t from the introduc.tion of ·underground mine 
openings. 
· The p~e-existing stress in the earth's crust can 
be estimated both theoretically and experimentally • . There 
are . three different conditions which may be used to appro-
ximate t~e pre-existing stress theoreticallyo They are 
the .unidirectional, lateral restraint, and hydrostatic 
cases. Variattons in the initial stress ~ield may occur 
due to local and regional geologic conditions. 
A more precise method o:f determining the earth 
stress field, after mining has· commenced, involves the 
use of a flat-jack to obtain experimental stress measure-
ments in an underground mine opening. 
.5o2 
The properties wh~ch are of primary .importance 
in the. design of underground mine openings are rock 
strength, elastic constants and specific gravity; since 
the size and spacing of mine pillars depend upon the 
compressive strength, modulus of rupture, specific gra-
. ; 
vity, and Poisson's ratio of' the rock; the· deforma~ion 
of rock is u~ually close related to th~ elastic pro-
per_ties of_ the rock; and the ·magnitude of pre-ex~sting 
stresses in most cases depends upon specific gravity 
.. 
and Poisson's ratioo Comparison of d_ata on physical . 
properties of similar types of rocks can provide refe-
rence information~ 
Standardization test methods for physical pro-
pertie~ of mine rock is necessary for the _purpose of 
pbtaining accurate data which may be correlated with 
the work performed 'l;)y other investigatorso Ultimate 
co:mpressj.ve strength, ultimate tens_ile strength, mod-
ulus o~ el~sticity, Poi~son's ratio, mo~ulus of rup-
ture, an~ specific gravity are the pertinent physical 
properties of mine rockso 
The existence of underground mine openings 
creates disturbances in the pre-~xisting underground 
stress fieldo These disturbances occur as he!. varia-
tions in magnitude, direction, and distribution, corre-
sponding to the shape and number of openingso Math~ma-
tical analysis based on theories of elasticity, plasti-
city and soil mechanics; empirical methods; and model 
analysis such as photoelastic study, ~nd centrifugal 
study are the common approaches to the investigation 
of the effect of mine openings on undergr~und.stresseso 
5.3 
A specific example of the application_of the stan-
dardized procedure for the dea~gn of room and pillar 
mine workings was given. 
A gypsum deposit at Shoals, Indiana was chosen 
for this purpose. The results are as follows: 
The pre-existing earth stresses were estimated 
to be: (1) vertical initial stress ( ~) =- 429 ps"i, 
and' (2) horizontal initial stress ( (j i) = 107 psi. 
The pertinent physical properties were .determined 
( as a result of more than 300 individual tea ts) . to be :-
( 1) average ultimate c9mpressive strength= 2820 psi (range 
from , 2,000 to 3,500 psi); (2) average ultimate tensile 
strength= 399 psi; (3) average compressive modulus of 
eiasticity = o.703x106 psi; .(4) Poisson's ratio= 0.2; 
(5) modulus of rupture= 1199 psi; and (6) specific gra-
vity= 2.3o 
The centrifugal model tests for gypsum beams 
(eight inches in span, two inches in width, with a various 
thicknesses) resulted in the range of speed at failure 
from a 250 to 560 R.P.M. Several different patterns of 
failure occurred. 
Safe roof span was determined by use of the cen-
trifugal data.and checked theoretically. Pillar size 
was determined by the use o:f·experimental data. The 
analysis resulted in a room-and-pillar mining plfn.with 
a 35 :foot roof span and 64 feet square pillars (sJe page 
4.35); and a low percentage of recovery(~ percent), 
this was due to the relatively low· tensile and compres-
sive strength o~ the gypsu.n1 rock. being mined. 
Conclusions 
A number of basic conclusions may be ·drawn from 
this study o~ the design of stable underground mine 
open~gso These conceptions are based mainly upon the 
cons~derable amount of literature ·reviewed and interpre-
tation of the ex:per.imental data obtainedo 
(l) The standa:rd~zed procedure approaching the 
design of ·stable underground mine openings in three major 
steps, i.e., the estimation of pre-existing earth's 
stress, _the performance o:J: pertinent physic~l property 
te_sts, and centrifugal model analysis augmented with 
theoretical calculation,offers the only possibility at 
the present time for determination o~ critical-dimen-
sions prior to the min.ing operations. Such a proqe-
dure . might result in change in choice o~ a projected 
mining method without the costly consequences some- · 
times associated with change at a later stageo There-
fore, t~e use o~ this method is recommended for use by 
those investigators who can profit by use o:f a rapid,_ 
inexpensive p~eliminary design methodo 
(2) Due to the uncertainty of the real condition 
of initial ear·th s.tress at any unexcavated location, the 
assumption and estim~tion of .pre-existing earth stress 
should b·e handled with great care. Data from the Snowy 
mountain underground hydroelectric power station in 
5.5 
Australia (50) was determined from experimental data 
to be more twice as great as t~e horizontal stress which 
was estimated. However, such an error was due to · the 
peculiar mountain building forces in the region. The 
estimation of the pre-existing earth stress in the 
gypsum mine chosen as an example was also on a :theoreti· 
cal bas.is~ some error may be expected. 
{'3) The strength of a rock is partially ·an 
indication of its ability to store elastic energy which 
may serve as a potential source of rock burst. In the 
particular gypsum deposit used as an illustrative ex-
ample, the . low value of compressive and tensile strengths 
of the gypsum rock rule out the possibility of a rock 
burst. 
(4) The result of centrifugal tests on gypsum 
beams, as shown in the log~log diagram in (Figure 23).:, 
indicate a slope of value up to 0.89 . which shows the 
weak nature of the rock, and a higher factor of a·a:eety 
should be used. 
(5) Since the percentage of recovery (58 per-
cent), as has been calculated in Chapter IV far the 
illustrative example represents a relatively low value. 
B) \iuidimensional room-and-pillar mining methods may not 
be practical for this particular type of rock at such 
a great depth. The choice of some other type ·of min-
ing method should also be given consideration. 
(6) Data obtained from centrifugal tests can be 
directly applied to the prediction of a safe roof-span 
provided that ~he thiclcriess of the roof' stratum is known. 
The occurrence of failures and their patterns can also 
be observed if the similarity between prototype and model 
is exact. It is especially suitable ~or the dimensional 
determinations for room-and-pillar mining methods. The 
method is not new in this :field; Professor Bucky first 
suggested the procedure in 1934. The centrifuge at the 
Missouri School of Mines is the largest ·of its kind in 
the world at the present time. It is capable of test-
ing rock models weighing up to 200 pounds at 2000 "g's". 
More complex problems cqncerned with the stability ·o=f 
underground mine openings may be solved by means of the 
utilization of this big centrifuge. 
Recommendations 
l.There is no doubt that the data obtained from 
rock specimens in laboratory are somewhat different from 
the real characteristics o~ the rock in ~lace. This is 
mainly due to the physical and geological heterogeneous 
nature of rock and the effect blasting, cutting, and 
natural stress release has in changing rock characteris-
tics. In addition this may be partially due to the 
complex pattern of external loads and stress distribu--
tion. For these reasons, a considerable amount of 
deviation between laboratory and field measurements 
is to be expected. A practical and low cost method of 
determining physical properties in place underground is 
necessary before any refinement in precision of tlie. ':: mine 
structural design problem is feasible. · 
2. Inv:estigations o:f strength, stres_s distribu-
tion, and modes of failures ·of ~oncrete under various 
conditions and the effect o:f various aggregates, etc., 
· by many civil engineers provide excellent information 
which may be comparable to the results of physical 
property tests o:f mine rock. Concrete itself is also 
a kind of aggregate of' minerals; the phenomena and me-
chanisms of its structural behavior should be similar 
and may be applicable to rock tests. 
3. Additional :foreign materials in rock may 
change the physical properties of rock, :for example, 
change on moisture content in rock me.y slightly. change 
5o 7 · 
some physical propert~es of' the rock sueh as rock strength. 
An attempt has been _made to test gypsum specimens a.:fter 
saturation with wate~. The volume of the specimen increas-
es although the surface layer of' the specimen has been 
disolved by the water. No .extensive data was obtained, 
since the observations were made in connection witn speci-
fic gravity tests, where this factor was merely a:tL · 
annoying occurrence. Subsequent tests were performed 
dry to avoid this complication. Further study ~t this 
phenomena should prove interesting. • .. 1. 
Cementation in fractured rock is another fertile 
:field :for investigation, including the teehnique·of grout-
ing, and the search for high strength bonding materials 
for specific .typ~s of rocks. For instance, hydrostone 
gave a stronger bonding force than portland cement in 
the cementation tests perfomned with :fre.ctured gypsum. 
This i~ormation was found from the investigation of cem-
entation carried out in this study. 
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Cementation, as a means of· strengthening rock 
·around an underground opening has been discussed for .a 
long period o:f time. Much experimental work has been 
carri·ed out. But·, the pc-oblem of' selecting ~ateriais 
with high bonding forces to reinforce the. tensile 
strength of rock through cement.ation of ·the fractures 
in the rock.seems to be a most difficult tasko 
The method of applying the principles of cemen-
· tation to practical underground _problems is in .the form 
of grouting.. The proc.ess of cementation ·is the . same as· 
in.foundation grouting processes used in·the field of 
civi~ engineering. Different pumping pressures·are 
required under different conditions o. 
There are · many kinds of materials which have been 
tested as bonding reagents for the purpose of 9btaining 
a higher bonded tensile strength of the fractured :zone 
of rock by· investigators, some of which are: 
Portland cement 
















The use of chemicals as a cementing material 
ia a most satisfactory procedure, however., some chemicals 
such as epoxy•s are too expensive to use for a full 
scale mining operation. Cementation can.be performed 
to best· advantage where the underground openings are 
in a highly fractured zone or under a lossened roo~. 
The degree of :fracture and the permeability of the. 
rock are a most important factor affecting grouting in 
practice. Lowering the permeability and degree of' 
fracture will lower the effectiveness of the ·.grout. 
In many cases, cementation has been used to reinforce· 
the stability of a roof which has been partly bolted. 
Compression tests are necessary if the fractures occur 
in pillars, and tensile tests if the cementation is 
applied to the roof if the optimum · cementing agent is 
to be determined. 
Current and past information concerning cementa-
tion and the process in grouting indicate a promis·ing 
future. 
Some tests were performed by the author to deter-
mine the effect of cementation on the tensile and com~ 
pressive strength o:f gypsum cores by using the broken 
gypsum cores from previous tests. The cementing materials 
which were tried . were portland cement, hydrostone and 
polyester. 
Conclusions .2..!l Cementation Tests 
lo Froµi the experimental · data obtain_ed, ·hydro-
stone s~ows a comparatively hig~ bonding force .which 
is approximately the same as the original strength _of 
· -the rocko It is larger by four times than _that of port-
land cement~ Polyester shows quite promising data a~ 
well~ 
2. From the observations of the ·experimental 
procedures, the water-cement .rat10 has some effect on 
the bonding :force. If' the water content is in~ufficie_nt, 
there will be no effective cementation. If the water 
content is too high, the bonding force · will be very 
weak. The ·best water-cement ratio appears to be 9:2.5 
(volumetric) approxim~tely. 
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